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Guest Lecturer Explores
Advertising in Society
by David Rubinger
Managing Editor
photo by Elenl Komninos
Milton Gossett, President and CEO of Saatchi and Saatchi Compton
Worldwide, was the Shelby Cullom Davis guest lecturer last Tuesday.
Milt Gossett stood in front of a
full McCook auditorium and with
the delivery of Will Rogers and the
knowledge of an old advertising
pro, he proceeded to recount
"Everything You Wanted to Know
About Advertising."
Gossett was the guest of Trini-
ty's Shelby Cullom Davis Endow-
ment and Advertising Educational
Foundation. He is President and
Chief Executive Officer of Saatchi
and Saatchi Compton Worldwide,
the fifth largest advertising com-
pany in the world, with worldwide
billing of $7.2 billion annually.
Among its clients are IBM, Proc-
tor and Gamble, American Motors,
British Airways, New York Life,
Paine-Webber, and the Christian
Broadcast Network.
SGA Holds Forum on Mentor Program
by Barry A. Freedman
News Editor
After three years in the planning
stag us, the Tnnitj Mentor System
^ljmited capacity next
vAs expMnea'l&tTu'es1p
day in a small discussion led by
Vice President Thomas A. Smith.
A report issued by President
James F. English, "A Plan for
Trinity College" called for in-
creased student-faculty relation-
ships. The plan for increased
student/faculty relationships was
given for consultation to the Col-
lege's Board of Fellows and Vice
President Smith. The Trinity
Board of Fellows who are alumni,
but not Trustees, proposed the
Graduate Student Mentor Pro-
gram. Modeled after systems at
Harvard University and Yale Uni-
versity, the plan would "place
graduate students in student hous-
ing."
The mentor positions were re-
cently advertised in the Chronicle
of Higher Education and to 50
graduate deans and 50 graduate
school placement offices. The ad-
vertisement states that a "Posi-
tion as Graduate Mentor in an
undergraduate residential system
was available." The position is
open to students who have or are
completing their studies for a doc-
toral degree. . . ,
The responsibilities of the grad-
uate mentors include, Smith said,
"being availahle 20 hours per week
for academic advising and to assist
faculty mentors and undergradu-
ates on planning educational and
cultural non-credit dormitory pro-
grams and activities." The adver-
tisement stressed that no custodial
or disciplinary responsibilities
would be involved.
The new mentor system will be
assisted by several faculty mem-
bers. A senior mentor, working
with junior mentors, who are all
members off the College's faculty,
will oversee the general objectives
of the program in his unit (a unit
will be comprised of 300-400 stu-
dents.) The senior mentor will be
appointed for a two-year term by
the President of the College on the
recommendation of the Dean of.
Faculty Borden Painter and Vice
President Smith. He is expected
"to spend 5-8 hours per week in
activities relating to his unit,"
Smith said.
The junior mentors will be ap-
pointed by the senior mentor in
that unit with the approval of the
Dean of Faculty and the Vice Pres-
ident. The primary responsibility
will be to "work directly with the
graduate mentor and those under-
graduates who have responsibility
for conducting union programs and
activities...The special role of the
junior mentor will be to identify
people and resources required for
continued on page 4
As the style with any seasoned
corporate executive, he was able
to relax the audience with anec-
dotes, quoting the likes of George
Carlin and Yogi Berra, and then
settled into his discussion about the
role of the advertising in our lives.
"You would think that with all
the advertising that goes on in our
society, everyone would know how
advertising works; but they don't,"
he started off. "In a Gallup survey
conducted, many think that people
in advertising are direct decen-
dants of the Mississippi Riverboat
gamblers. These people don't re-
alize that advertisers are the con-
sumer's best friend and one of the
economy's biggest allies."
Mr, Gossett began his presenta-
tion by showing the diverse audi-
ence an assortment of his
company's finest television adver-
tisements from all over the world.
The most familiar of these ads
were the Paine-Webber spot fea-
turing Jimmy Connors, a Tide de-
tergent ad, an animated Ivory
Soap commercial, and British Air-
ways commercial where astro-
nauts stranded on the moon
happened upon a British Airways
terminal beyond the next erator.
The commercial closed by saying
"British Airways is the World's
Favorite Airline."
Gossett then presented a slide
show that had recently been shown
to the Fedaral Trade Commission.
It concentrated on the numbers in
advertising, and how advertising
is reflected in the nation's Gross
National Product (GNP).
The last part of Gossett's speech
DeVries to Speak at Trinity
by Judy Sandford
Staff Writer
Dr. William DeVries will speak
on Wednesday 8:00 p.m. in the
Washington Room of Mather Cam-
pus Center as part of a series on
"Technology and Medicine".
DeVries will lecture on the arti-
ficial heart implant program that
was started with patient Barney
Clark, a Seattle dentist, in 1982.
Clark survived 112 days with the
device. DeVries has since im-
planted three more artificial heart
at the Hamane Institute in Louis-
ville, KY. The patients include
William Shroeder, who has had
three strokes since he riecieved the
heart 14 months ago; Murray Hay-
don who recieved his a year' ago
and had stroke after 5 months and
Jack Burdram who only lived for
ten days following the surgery.
Last week, three more patients
received Jnrvik artificial hearts.
According to the Hartford Cour-
ant, faced with the fact that the
patients did not live normally after
surgery, DeVries said that "based
on length of life alone, the artificial
heart is an astonishing acheive-
ment." DeVries is the only sur-
geon to be certified by the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA)
for this procedure.
DeVries who is 41, was raised in
Utah, was graduated from the
University of Utah, Medical School
and did his post-graduate training
at Duke Medical Center. Devries is
currently the director of the arti-
ficial heart program at the Human
Institute.
The artificial heart has been un-
der scrutiny by both the FDA and
by the public. Presently, Dr. Jar-
vik, the inventor of the heart, and
Dr. DeVries, both think that the
FDA is requiring too much atten-
tion on the artificial heart. De-
Vries has said that "no other
experiment in the history of
sceince has been scrutinized so
closely" and that the "case-by-case
mentality is a threat to the scien-
tific progress of this and any other
research progect." Devries says
also that patients who receive
Friday night's Bantam Ball
Weekend
•y Mark Bridges
added to the fun during Trinity's Winter
discussed the advertising indus-
try's involvement in charity adver-
tising through the Advertising
Council. These ads include the
"Smokey the Bear" campaigns,
and the United Way advertise-
ments. "The Advertising Council
is a positive public service, where
people in advertising volunteer
their time to help good causes,"
Gossett concluded. Upwards of
$730 million of free ads have been
produced in the past.
During the question and answer
period, the question that most of
the students were waitng to hear
answered was "how do we, as stu-
dents, get a job in advertising?"
"The advertising profession has
gone through major changes re-
cently," Gossett said. "It was not
iong ago when the only way you
could break into advertising was if
you had a masters degree. But to-
day, with the cost of paying people
with a masters, we like to take in
kids straight out of college and
train them ourselves, preferring
two years of our own training to a
masters degree."
Gossett started his career in
1949 as a copyuwriter for Comp-
ton Advertising. He became Pres-
ident iii 1968, and when Compton
combined with Europe's largest
advertising agency, Saatchi and
Saatchi, he became Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer of the
combined organizations.
The morning after his speech,
Gossett returned to McCook Au-
ditorium to speak to Professor
Gunderson's Business and Entre-
preneurial History class. In his
speech to the class, Gossett talked
about the entrepreneurs he knows
the best: Charles and Morris
Saatchi. He believes the success of
the Saatchis lies in the fact that
they are known for breaking the
rules of advertising. "Their inno-
vation won't stop until they are
number one in the world."
"I wouldn't want to be an entre-
preneur because you have to make
too many personal sacrifices. Many
of the people who I know are en-
trepreneurs are total recluses."
Gossett then showed the best of
the" Saatchis' television ads from
Europe, whichhad the class in hys-
terics. These commercials re-
minded us that in television there
is still cleverness and artistry in
between the programs we watch.
Saatchi, Saatchi, Compton's
motto is from the words of English
writer Christopher Lowe, "come
to the edge." Gossett explained
"everyone has the right to fail, and
in order to succeed, you have got
to take chances." Gossett left us
with this advice for anyone who
wants to be successful, be it in ad-
vertising or any other business.
hearts accept the fact that it is an
early clinical investigation. The
criticism has stemmed from the
fact that the hearts have had dev-
astating effects on the subjects and
thier families and that the process
is still too primitive for the welfare
of patients.
Publicly, the Humana Institute
has been criticized for bringing on
Hollywood ballyhoo with its artifi-
cial hearts. The hype is considered
to be a publicity stunt for the in-
stitute and yet Humana has dealt
with controlled publicity with more
tact than instances such as Baby
Fae,
INSIDE:
Bookstore Begins New Check Cashing Policy
Hockey Wins in Overtime
Military Spending Criticized
Face to Face Reviewed
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Calendar BLOOM C0UMTY
Today: Thursday: Cfnestudf©
DISCUSSION:WHY GO TO
CHURCH?
There will be a Newman Club
meeting in the Chapel basement
from 7:00-9:00 p.m. All religious
denominations are welcome.
Are you interested in spending a
semester in New York City study-
ing the performing arts? Come to
a meeting at 5:00 p.m. in Seabury
47 to find out about the new Trin-
ity/La Mama Performing Arts
Program in New York City. It's an
exciting opportunity- don't miss it.
The International Club- Come to a
get together in Alumni Lounge at
8:00 p.m. Bring Friends! ALL
STUDENTS WELCOME!
Wednesday:
William DeVries, the first surgeon
to implant an artificial heart, will
speak at 8:00 p.m. in the Washing-
ton Room. Dr. DeVries is the di-
rector of the artificial heart
program at Humana Hospital, Au-
dubon in Louisville, Kentucky.
There will be 2 presentations of
hard bar information by Bob Shon-
dlemeier from SAGA food ser-
vices. They will be in Wean Lounge
at 4:00 p.m. and at 7:00 p.m. If
you are interested in becoming a
"hard bar" bartender, you must
attend one of these sessions and
fill out an application. Applications
may be picked up in the Dean of
Student Activities Office, 2nd
floor, Mather Campus Center.
Dr Michael Evans, from the de-
partment of Botany at Ohio State
University, will give a Biology
Seminar entitled, "The Role of
Calcium in Plant Responses to
Auxins and Gravity" It will be at
4:00 p.m. in 134 Life Sciences Cen-
ter. Refreshments will be served
at 3:30 p.m. in the Life Science
Center Library
Bob Schondlemeier, Fooa Service
Director, will lead a discussion en-
titled: '"Shaken, Not Stirred': An
Introduction to Bartending", at
4:00 p.m. in Mather Dining Hall
Night Skiing!!- All-Campus Pro-
gram sponsored by the Crescent/
New Britain RC/A's $10.00 covers
the cost of your transportation to
Mount Southington and lift ticket.
Rentals and lessons are available
at an additional cost. Sign up this
week outside Mather. 5:00 p.m. de-
parture outside Austin Arts Cen-
ter
Tonight:
Resurrection & Frances
Sun-Tues:
The Adventures of Robin Hood &
Casablanca
Wed-Sat:
Mean Streets & Mishima: A Life
in Four Chapters
Wanted: Upcoming:
Congratulations to Mike
Miller for being selected as the
Freshman Class Representative
and to Liz Cahn who is the new
member of the Budget Commit-
tee.
Mature babysitter to watch 3 chil-
dren from 11:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m.
Mon-Fri in exchange for free room
and board. Large room. Near col-
lege. Call 560-0578- ask for Veron-
ica.
Cookies:
Send a chocolate chunk or choco-
late chocolate chunk cookie to any-
one on campus for Valentine's Day.
To do so, drop a note in box 63
with the name of the person being
delivered to, their room and dorm,
an inscription message (if you
wish), and $5 (cash or check made
out to Erica Lewis or Lisa Cad-
ette).
The cookies will be festively
wrapped and delivered on Valen-
tine's Day morning".
For Yottr Info
Packets for the position of Coor-
dinator/Assistant for the 1986-87
academic year are available in the
Office of Residential Services.
THE APPLICATION DEAD-
LINE IS FEBRUARY 14th
Rosters for Co-ed Indoor Soccer
are due on Feb. 14th. Send them
to B. Apfelbaum in Ferris Athletic
Center. Competition will begin
after open period.
TCAC Presents: Margaret Avery -
nominated for best supporting ac-
tress for her portrayal of the char-
acter "SHUG" in the Color Purple,
on Thursday, Feb. 27, in the cave,
MCCat8p.m.
REMINDER
Any student interested in a
12-college exchange for
Fall '86, Spring '87 or both
semesters, S¥SUST submit
an application to the
registrar's office by Friday,
February 14th.
Summer or Fall 1986
Spring 1987
WASHINGTON
OR
LONDON
INTERNSHIPS
SUMMER SESSION ONLY
at the Wadham College
of the University of
OXFORD
Accredited courses in government,
economics, journalism and pre-
law by an outstanding faculty.
Full Academic Year Programs at
the London School of Economics,
Oxford, and St. Andrews
Universities, for Qualified Juniors
andSeniors.
All credits transferred through •
Hamden-SydneyCollege, Virginia
(Founded in 1776)
Inquiries to:
Mrs. Janet Kollek, J.D.
Admissions Director
The Washington International
Studies Center
212-724-0804 or 0136
(EQ/AA)
Ol egHAlf OF MYSaF ANP1HE
R6ST OF VWR SUBCONSCIOUS
SHOW 86 GIVEN APWNC6
NOTICE R6GARPING OUR FtAN
ID JUMP OuTANP GRAB
you THIS 8/BMN&.
fey Eerke Breathed
A ooeer FULL OF
covmeove
is OF PUKOUS
COMFORT.
Attention Seniors: Last
Chance to Have Your
Senior Picture Sign-Ups -
First Time or Retakes
Feb. ll-F@h. 14
Mather Front Lobby — Lunches
Any questions, call
246-7574
SUBSCRIBE TO THE TRIPOD
Have a full semester of the Tripod
sent to family, friends, relatives
for only $8
Just clip out this coupon, enclose a check.
Payable to the Tripod for
and mail to:
THE TRIPOD
BOX 1310
TRINITY COLLEGE
HARTFORD, CT 06106
Send subscription to:
Address '
JOSH THE TRIPODS
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Women's Center Begins
Lunchtime Discussions
bv .Tody Rolniek
Staff Writer
Conversation over lunch was no
less than stimulating as George
Higgins, Counselor and Psychol-
ogy Professor at Trinity College,
spoke on "issues in sex change op-
erations."
On Thursday, Feb. 6, Higgins
met with a dozen others, who were
either college faculty, administra-
tors or staff, at this semester's
first in the series of lunch-time dis-
cussions, which are sponsored by
the Women's Center.
Higgins is involved in "the Gen-
der Identity Clinic of New Eng-
land", which provides services for
people who believe that they are
transsexuals. "A transsexual", he
explains, "is someone who comes
to us saying that he has the body
of a man but feels like a woman."
Despite the efforts of experts,
psychological counseling in trying
to correct this conviction, has been
proven unsuccessful. For many,
then, having a sex -change is an
attractive way for those who ex-
perience acute discomfort with
their "given" sexuality.
"In my judgment", he said,
"one's sexual orientation is de-
fined in four ways."
Howtoeo
from robes
to riches.
if you want to make all that
studying pay off, consider a career
as an agent for Northwestern
Mutual Life, The Quiet Company.
We're offering you the training
that will give you an opportunity
for unlimited compensation with
a company that will let your
abilities lead you to the top.
Only Northwestern Mutual
agents can handle Northwestern
products. Find out why they call
us a tough act to follow, and we
bet you'll want to get in on the
act.
Please bring resume to
Seabury Hall, Room 45
by February 18, 1986
for a pre-seiect
interview. We will be
coming on campus
March 7, 1986 from
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Northwestern
Mutual Lite®
The Quiet Company®
A tough act to follow
The first is anatomy. The com-
mon notion of two sexes being de-
termined by one's anatomy is,
according to Higgins, misleading.
Really, it is the chromosomes, go-
nads, internal genitalia, external
genetalia, and central nervous sys-
tem that are anatomical determi-
nants of one's sex.
Gender identity is another fac-
tor. "It is," says Higgins, "what
tells you whether you are a male
or female." These are values to-
wards which one is oriented at a
very early stage in life.
Gender object choice, which is
the choice that one makes as to
who that person is attracted, is an-
other determinent in sexual orien-
tation.
And finally, there is gender role.
This refers to arbitrarily chosen
activities which can be performed
by those of either sex.
Higgins said that these sexual
orientations are independent of
one another. It is when Gender
Identity is not consonant with
anatomy, that transexuality oc-
curs.
Of primary importance before
sex-change treatment is begun, is
the psychological probing by ad-
ministrators.
Higgins said that ofentimes men
will come to the clinic wanting a
sex-change because they "are into,
and have an appreciation for, the
gender role of the female." He
adds that they usually "feel very
strongly about this and that's when
they reach the conviction that they
want to be changed." What must
be determined is that the person
who wants to undergo the change
is not just doing it out of a strong
sense of guilt.
Higgins then went on to the sec-
ond program. He said that "people
do have disorders where they
have delusions". They think that
they are someone else- Even some-
one of the other sex. Because of
these psychological problems, a
person may be convinced that he
or she is supposed to change sex.
General mental health, therefore,
is highly considered before any de-
cisions are made.
The other issue, according to
Higgins is that of sexual deviation.
He said that "some people get.sex-
ual kicks in strange ways." Since
transexual changes are sought in
the light of this eroticism, the
presribers must determine'
whether or not it is right for med-
icine to respond to such behavior.
When asked who is most likely
to seek transexual changes, Hig-
gins said that the statistics are 3
to 1, male changes to female.
. . . . . , .
Pulver To Lead Activities
Joanne Pulver, the new assis-
tant dean of students in charge of
student activities, has proposed a
new Council of Club Activities to
help coordinate campus events.
The Council will be represented
by all of Trinity's various student
groups.
Pulver's goal is to organize the
various Trinity student groups in
order to create a more balanced
social schedule. She plans to use
her office to keep students who are
planning social events aware of
what other events are on the
schedule. Next semester she is
planning to introduce a student ac-
tivities newsletter to further pro-
mote unity between the Trinity
student groups,
Pulver also is the manager of the
Iron Pony Pub and is the advisor
for several student groups, includ-
ing the Tripod. She says that al-
though her tenure at Trinity has
been brief she appreciates the re-
sponsibility of the Trinity student
body, and finds her work very re-
warding.
Conn PIRG
On January 24, the Conn PIRG
State Board met to decide which
legislative and research projects
would take priority this semester.
The board broke up the priorities
into a consumer protection cam-
paign and an environmental cam-
paign.
One of the biggest legislative is-
sues is the Used Car Lemon Law.
As the group who passed the first
New Car Lemon Law in the na-
tion, Conn Pirg seeks tha passage
of the strongest used car warranty
possible. The proposal is not to in-
clude private sales but demands a
60 day mandatory warranty for all
cars sold by dealers for more than
$1000, the required disclosure of
known material defects and car
history, and a three day right of
recision.
Another priority issue for the
Conn PIRG students is the Bill for
Voter Registration Reform. The
efforts in this issue are two fold.
Conn PIRG seeks to expand voters
rights and supports the proposed
reforms of the Voter Registration
Coalition that provides for same
day registration, postcard regis-
tration and prevents the obstruc-
tion of the low income and others
from voting. Voter Registry in or-
der to reduce the alleged danger
of voter fraud. The fight is for the
installation of a statewide com-
puter registry of voters.
There are several environmental
issues that are of primary concern
to Conn PIRG students. There are
over 600 toxic wase sites around
the State of Connecticut, and Conn
PIRG is fighting for increased
staffing in the Hazardous Waste
Unit of the Department, of, Envi-
ronmental Protection for faster
completion of the inventory and in-
vestigation of some of these sites.
Staffing as well as renewed fund-
ing for the Household Hazardous
Waste Project is another priority
issue.
As well as being involved in leg-
islative issues, Conn PIRG stu-
dents are also invlolved in
research. Conn PIRG students will
be helping Naugautuck, Ct, resi-
dents show the Laurel Park Land-
fill is effecting their community.
The main Conn PIRG research
campaign this semester will be the
completion of a nursing home sur-
vey. UCONN interns have been re-
searching this issue for the past
year and hope to finish it this se-
mester. This guide to nursing
homes will be the second guide of
its type in the country the country.
(Oregon is the only other state with
one.)
Of course hunger is always an
important issue, and Conn PIRG
will continue to work for the Na-
tional Student Campaign Against
Hunger to help alleviate hunger in
this world. Concentration this se-
mester will be on the problem of
domestic and local hunger.
Conn PIRG'legislative and re-
search priorities as described were
selected by the students of the
State Board. Trinity has two rep-
resentatives on this Board. Their
decisions are based on the propos-
als and suggestions of the students
of Conn PIRG. Trinity-Conn PIRG
students will concentrate on these
legislative research projects, and
all are welcome to get involved.
As a result of a serious injury to Bloom County cartoonist Berke Breathed, The Tripod will be
running -previously published but not widely distributed strips o/Bloom County from days when we
did not carry the strip.
"Berke Breathed him been injured in the crash of his ultralight airplane in New Mexico," said the
Washington Post Writers Group, Bloom County'«s national distributor, "and is in good condition
after surgery. He is expected to be out of action from, 4 to S weeks."
So dojx't be afraid when you see Opus' nose small onee again, obviously it has just been evolving
over the years. Gel well soon, Berke!
TELEMARKETING
American Paging, a Greater
Hartford Telecommunications
Company, desires articulate,
ambitious individuals for its
Telemarketing Department.
Pleasant working conditions,
hourly salary plus
commission. Contact Barbara
Williams, 2138 Silas Deane
Highway, Rocky Hill, Ct. or call
529-4800, M-F, 8:30 a.m.
through 5:00 p.m.'EOE.
A Year of Comparative Study
and World Travel
Film, Television and Social Change:
Cambridge, London, Rome, New Delhi, Poona, Bombay,
Chiangmai, Tokyo, Beijing, Shanghai, Hongkong, Los Angeles
Film and Politics:
London, Berlin, Paris, Rome, Rio, Buenos Aires,
Lima, Mexico City.
September 1986 - May 1987
Faculty from Harvard, Columbia, New York University,
University of California and Indiana University
Stanley Cavell, Robert Gardner, Wnj. Rothman,
Charles Warren, Cristina Szanton, Katherine Morgan,
Victor Wallis, Robert Stamm, Eric Rentschler
Two academic programs limited to thirty students each
For further information
call Joan Tiffany collect: 617-267-8612
The International Honors Program
19 Braddock Park
Boston, MA 02116
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Alumni Association Attempts to
Improve Link with College
by Gina Letellier
Staff Writer
The Trinity College National Al-
umni Association met in late Jan-
uary to discuss its objectives for
the coming year. The most signifi-
cant of these objectives is improv-
ing alumni relations with
undergraduates and the Trinity
College community as a whole. The
group will be implementing new
programs over the next year to
help reach its goals.
Each year, the Association's
Board of Fellows, consisting of six
trustees and six members of the
Alumni Association, conducts a
study looking into the various as-
pects of life at Trinity. This year's
study concentrates upon the rela-
tionship of Alumni to the College,
and the creation of a link between
Alumni and undergraduates. Lee
Coffin '85, Assistant Director of
Alumni Relations, talked about the
need for better relations and the
programs to be implemented.
Coffin said the goal of the Asso-
ciation was to make the "Trinity
experience" a better one. One
which will make alumni "want to
stay involved after they gradu-
ate". By working with future al-
umni, Coffin hopes to instill a sense
of class spirit that is often lost im-
mediately after Freshman orien-
tation. As a recent graduate,
Coffin said,"...you thought about
being a class the week before grad-
uation... [it's] too bad."
As a start, the Alumni Office has
already started working with the
Class of 1986. The '"86er", a Sen-
ior Class-alumni office newsletter,
comes out monthly and keeps Sen-
iors informed of relevant class
notes and upcoming Senior Class
events. Among those events were
the Holiday Snow Ball and "Senior
Night" at the Iron Pony Pub. Next
up for the Seniors is a Champagne
Brunch on March 2nd and Senior
week. The effects of this project
will not be fully understood until
1990, when this class celebrates its
fifth reunion.
The office also plans to work
closely with the current under-
classmen of Trinty. Coffin has in-
vited a group of freshmen to the
Alumni Office on February 12th to
discuss ways to organize the Class
of '89 for this project.
Coffin also stressed the recipro-
cal relationship between alumni
and the college community. Al-
umni are important for more than
just monetary reasons. They can
interview prospective students,
and work with Career Counseling
and the Development Office. Stu-
dents should be able to use their
alumni contacts, because, as Cof-
fin said, "alumni are valuable re-
sources." If for no other reason,
alumni should remain interested in
keeping Trinity's standards and
quality high. If the reputation of
the college suffers, their reputa-
tions as graduates suffer. Money
is only one way to keep standards
high.
The Alumni Office wants to put
the Senior Class President on the
Alumni Association's Executive
Commitee as well as conduct a sur-
vey of the student body to take
note of changing attitudes among
both students and alumni.
"Trinity is a part of you and you
of it," President James English
told the Class of 1985 at its Com-
mencement ceremony. Through
the efforts of the Alumni Office,
the students of the past will be as
valuable to Trinity as the students
of the present.
NEWSBiUEFS
Smith Appointed
Director of Affairs
Cheryl Ives Smith, a Longmea-
dow, Mass., resident was ap-
pointed director of institutional
affairs at Trinity College. Before
joining Trinity on February 3,
Smith was manager of personnel
administration with Otis Elevator
Company in Farmington, Conn.,
since 1984. She was employed in
personnel with the Phoenix Mu-
tual Life Insurance Company from
1981-84. She worked previously at
Trinity as associate director of ca-
reer counseling.
Smith holds a bachelor of arts
degree from Wellesley College and
a master of arts degrees from
Wesleyan University and Colum-
bia University's Teachers College.
She received a law degree from
Western New England College and
was admitted to the Massachu-
setts Bar in 1983. Smith is a fea-
tured speaker arid panel
participant in many area profes-
sional forums. ;
Writing Center
Announces Changes
The Writing; Center .has ex-
panded both its services and hours
for the spring term.The "Center",
is open weekdays from 9-4 at 1 IB
Vernon Street, and on Sunday,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs-
day evenings in seminar room 4,
Trinity College Library.
Three seniors lead the tutoring
staff, Susan Burkhardt, a literary
writing major, returns and will be
working on Sunday evenings from
6-9 in the Library, Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons in the Cen-
Smith Anwers Questions on Mentor Program
continued from page 1
a high quality of unit interest and
activity," Smith added. He af-
firmed that the faculty members
will help the graduate mentors ori-
entate themselves to the campus
and campus life as well as the
Hartford resources surrounding
the College.
The Mentor System has "bene-
fits for the students as well as the
graduate mentors," Smith stated.
The program will "promote activ-
ities within the union through
which undergraduates . can dis-
cover their talents and interests.
For the graduate mentors, they
will be given an opportunity to in-
struct one class per semester. It is
very difficult to break into the ac-
ademic field today and this gives
them a great advantage. It also
gives them chance to make connec-
tions with the faculty which could
help them in the future," Smith
noted.
A consideration of the adminis-
tration was the cost of the pro-
gram. Conversion of dormitory
rooms to apartments and offices
will result in the loss of 25 spaces
for students and in a loss of
$35,000 for the College. The pro-
gram itself will cost $100,000.
During the discussion period fol-
lowing Smith's remarks, questions
were raised on the ability to raise
student interest in the program.
One student commented that the
present "FAS program of lectures
which supposedly tries to broaden
the intellectual and cultural hori-
zons of the students are always
poorly attended." She thought that
the apathy at the school would con-
tinue and that the impending pro-
gram will be a waste of the
College's money.
Answering to the this student's
comment, Student Government
Association (SGA) President Ka-
thy George said "any move the
College makes toward increasing
student/faculty- interaction and de-
veloping a more intellectual atmos-
phere on the campus is worth a
try."
Another student questioned that
these new positions are similiar to
the position of the Residential As-
sistant. Vice President Smith
sharply disagreed. The new grad-
uate mentors will'give the student
an ability to increase his breadth
of knowledge through Mentor pro-
grams and through outside re-
sources that the mentors will have
available. The R.A. program does
not enjoy this amount of re-
sources.
Two zunes, the South Campus
area as one zone and the Elton/
Jones dormitories as the other,
have been designated to start the
program. The number of zones will
increase to four or five following
the initial start-up of the program.
Kathy George stated in conclu-
sion of the discussion that "It's un-
fortunate more students didn't
attend the forum. After students
become more aware of the struc-
ture of the Mentor System, the
SGA will schedule another forum."
ter. English majors Philip Ailing
and David Sagers will staff the
Center on Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday mornings, Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons. They are
ready to work on papers of all
lengths and kinds, from single
page essays to M.A. theses. Ray
Faltinsky, a political science ma-
jor, fresh from a semester in the
INSTEP London Program, will
help plan, draft, revise and edit
your papers.
The Center offers important new
services this term. Computer ex-
pert Andy Kittross is now avail-
able to help students with technical
writing, and with computer-as-
sisted composistion. Andy will be
available to interested students on
Tuesday and Wednesday eve-
nings, 7-9 in Halden Lab. Please
look for Andy at the de.sk of the
new computer conference room.
The Center has also undertaken an
experimental relationship with
Economics 214, a writing inten-
sive course. Sandra Greiner, Mary
Wrobleski, Paul Powers, and Eliz-
abeth Heslop, all economics ma-
jors, will assist students in revising
and perfecting a series of short pa-
pers designed to enhance progres-
sive: learning. Sandra and Mary
will also tutor in the Writing Cen-
ter on Monday afternoons.
; On February 10th, the Writing
•Center.initiates a series of mini
courses available to Trinity stu-
dents without cost. Professor Mark
Shenker will offer a "Listening and
Note-taking" mini course on Mon-
day and Wednesday evenings,
February 10th and 12th, from 7-
8:30 p.m. in McCook 106. Forty
places are available to students on
a first come first served basis. Call
the Writing Center at Ext. 392 to
reserve a place. Professor Eliza-
beth Francis will offer.
Essays", frorh W p m on Mon-
day, February 24th, immediately
after reading period., Aproxi-
mately 65 places are available call
the Center to reserve your place.
•Both the "Listening and Note-
Taking" and "Revision" sessions
will be repeated if student interest
is High; In eary March the Center
will also sponsor a three session
mini course in English usage and
successful writing teehnigques for
Trinity students whose first lan-
• guage was not English. Dates for
the course will.be set according to
.the needs,of interested students.
Please call the center to enroll.
The Writing Center offers Trin-
ity students audiences and editors
for writing at all levels. Tutors also
set regular appointments for those
who want to dramatically improve
their writing. Call Ext. 392 or drop
Special Council on
Women Appointed
The Special Council on Women
at Trinity is an advisory group ap-
pointed by the President and com-
posed of students, faculty,
administrators, and graduates of
the College. We report to the Of-
fice of the President. Included
within our purview are both aca-
demic and non-academic aspects of
life at Trinity as they affect
women. The Council will, at the
President's request or upon its own
initiatives, inquire into various
matters which bear on the needs,
concerns, and interests of female
students.
Over the past several years we
have taken action in a number of
areas:
-Created an Administrator's
Handbook (issued January 1986)
-Initiated a rape education pro-
gram and provided referral infor-
mation on Violence against women
to faculty, staff, and administra-
tion.
-Created college-wide affirma-
tive action guidelines
-Intitiated and completed devel-
We know that other members of
the Trinity community may hava.
questions or concerns that ' Mr
within the parameters of our com-
mittee. Although we are cautious
about duplicating any work of fac-
ulty committees, student organi-
zations, and so forth, we would
appreciate any recommendations
that you have regarding issues at
Trinity as they affect women.
Please- forward your concerns to
Louise Fisher (IDP) or Diane Zan-
noni (ECO).
Follett's Ends Second Party Check Cashing
by David Rubinger
Managing Editor
CLIP & SAVE
SAVE 20%
on your next equipment repair at:
STEREO SURGEONS
ELECTRONIC REPAIR LAB
1173 Main St.
$
$
FREE
Estimates
East Hartford
FREE
Home Pick Up
For Expert Service call: 528-8837 j j |
The Trinity College Bookstore is
no longer cashing second party
checks of Trinity students, accord-
ing to the bookstore manager Vin-
cent Mellon.
This means that if student X
writes student Y a check, student
Y cannot cash that check at the
bookstore. The exception to this
rule will be checks from Trinity
parents who, Mellon says, "are a
low risk for us."
This policy change is a reaction
to Connecticut law concerning sec-
ond party checks. "When one of
these checks bounces, we don't
know who to collect from," Mellon
said.
"It never was a formal policy for
us to cash these checks, but did it
as a convenience to the students,
we bent the rules, but it has be-
come too difficult for us to collect
the ones that bounce," Mellon con-
tinued.
He made it clear that the Books-
tore is not breaking any part of its
contract with Trinity as a banking-
agent for the school. "Banks won't
cash secondary checks unless the
customer can cover the cheek in
his account."
The Trinity College Bookstore
has $3,700 worth of bad checks still
not paid by some 60 students
($2,000 of which are at least 90
days old). "By eliminating second
party checks, we can eliminate the
controversy of the situation of fig-
uring out who owes us money."
"Despite the service we try to
give to the Trinity community, we
have to remember we have a busi-
ness to run, and can't afford to
have compassion for direct check
bouncers."
Mellon continued by saying "we
try to provide a convenience for
the student body, and will try to
mirror an actual bank. To do so,
we can't afford to cash second
party checks."
A parent called Mellon to com-
plain that the whole student body
is paying the price for a few of-
fenders, Mellon responded by say-,
ing "this is a good lesson for when
students get out of college. This
won't be the first time a group has
to take responsiblity for a few,
that's part of life."
Winslow on Study Abroad
by John Woodcock
Staff Writer
Since its beginning, the Trinity
Foreign Study Program has grown
in importance and popularity.
"Foreign study has become a large
part of the Trinity ambiance," said
Robbins Winslow in his recent dis-
cussion, "We Gotta Get Outta This
Place" Winslow is head of the For-
eign Study Office.
One reason for the popularity of
foreign study at Trinity, Winslow
believes, is Trinity's canary pro-
cess. This process allows students
to go not only for just the spring
semester or the entire year, but
also for the fall semester. This sys-
tem also allows the administration
to accept more students by assum-
ing that many upper-classmen will
be "flying around."
Winslow cited that, "30-34 of
each graduating class, for the past
4-5 years, has studied abroad."
Also, students from every major
have participated in foreign study.
But despite the large number of
student who participate in the pro-
gram the foreign study organiza-
tion remains small and is basically,
said Winslow, "run out of one's hip
pocket."
Winslow commented that when
considering foreign, study a stu-
dent should find one with a good
academic program because he said,
"you'll always have a good time,
so might as well get something out
of it."
Foreign study has become more
competitive recently, but Trinity
continues to get most of its appli-
cants accepted and Winslow be-
lieves you can "maximize your
chances" by applying early.
If you are interested in studying
abroad contact the Foreign Study
office in Williams 118.
Dear Jeii"V
Hello! Valentine's Day greetings
from Vienna to my sweetheart in
Rorm-
with all my love,
Stew
To Mr. Potato Head,
I love you,
you know it's true,
Mr. Potato Head I Jove you.
To my little sweetie,
Four years four you at Trinity,
and four February fourteens to-
gether. Should we go for forty?
D.G.
Wanted to make sure this year's
valentine got to you, mum! Love,
Katie
To my Honey,
You arc all mine
I am all yours
and best of all
we are all ours! Happy Valen-
tine's Day
Love your Sweetheart
Void
Just wanted to let you know we
were thinkink of you. Join us for
sangwiehes and we'll score some
serious scoping.
-Gilsink and Doo
Yahoos,
Thanks for everything Happy
Valentine's D;iv
love Dan
Dear B.L1.
Happy Valentine's Day
I'll see you soon
love Christopher
Enc sends gnarly a special Valen-
tine's backrub.
A secret admirer sends Moliy T.
Valentine's greetings and a tender
kiss on the cheek
Peter sends Emily kisses and a tin-
gling sensation down her spine
Hi Kiddo- Can you believe it's been
a year? So...it is progressing? I
think so...Oh Yeah, Happy V.D.
Day.
Much Love, Beamer (AKA
Squeaker)
Petie I love and need you always
and forever Bessie
There once were four girls called
the mutts, We promise, no ifs, ands
or buts. That one was so tall The
rest had no clue at all, What a
crazy old bunch of nuts! To the
mutts, from those who pity you,
Happy Valentine.
C.C.K!,
Happy Valentine's Day!
A Friend!
My honey You're the best!! Only
da love! HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAY Love your honey
To my Christopher,
I love you and miss you!! Have a
Happy Valentine's Day! See you
soon.
Love, always and forever. Mare
To J.C.,
It's almost Valentine's Day, So
did you buy me a present? I sure
would like something to chew on!
Velvet
Dear Dan,
You are my very special Valen-
tine. I'm glad that I found you (or
rather that you found me)! Happy
Valentine's Day!
love, Jovce
D.P.G.
Will you be my Valentine (for
the 4th time in a row)? Hugs and
kisses, and all my love!
love JYC
To my romantic Engineer (D.G.),
I look forward to your flowers,
candy and romantie dinner. After
three years, the romance still lives
on> Love, J.C.
' Prof, and Mrs. Doten,
Both of you are very special peo-
ple. I hope you have a very happy
Valentine's Day!
Love, Joyce
hope you gol over your chid'
even though we didn't work up a
sweat together. Maybe some other
time. Luv ya!
Hey Beck, Happy V.D Day! Only
38 days until London and you know
who (and possibly the end of the
statistics!?)
Love.SBHR
Dear Estelle- Happy Valentine's
Day!
I just wanted to take this oppor-
tunity to tell you how much 1 value
your friendship. Who else would
go to Caldors with me to find a
pantsuit in just the right shade of
rust? Who else would sit at those
tense bowling tournaments with
me? Who else would introduce me
to that funny game "squash" that
the young kids play? And I appre-
ciate you listening to my problems
with Harry, Isabelle and Myrna.
Estelle, dahlink, anytime you need
some coupons, glitter nailpoJish,
any of my double knit pantsuits, or
even if you want to borrow my new
platform sandals, just call. And if
you ever want a nip of blackberry
brandy, you know where to look ya
know! I love you!
Your friend always
Agnes
Hugs and kisses to Eugenia
To the woman of my sloppy
dreams,
The room is spinning and my
head is dizzy. Take me on your rol-
lercoaster of love once again. I'll
meet you in the cave, today 6:00.
Be there.
Dearest Sheila,
You no longer eat in Mather
And now I'm blue,
I sure miss seeing
You take a scoop or two!
Ben Dover
Did you get lucky? I did,
ME
To my Favorite Hoser,
You danced in your boxers
The whole campus knows
Now the rest is history
As the saying goes!
Your Private Dancer
Re Ghanghis and feubk before'
you- you set my world on fire
Love
Danton
Scotty,
Get a new doo for Valentine's
Day. What are you, victim of a wig
scam or what?
K.S.G.
Roses are red
Violets are blue
Yahoo, it's the flying you-know-
who
#31,
When you play v-ball,
I call the shots.
But in playing basketball.
Watch out for s-nots.
To the D.P. Queen
It's Valentine's Day
And time to rejoice
Lets Ea A Joe
'Cause this be my voice
Love, D-7
C.C.
On this V-day, don't forget what
Void said; You look the same but
you feel different. Hpe things are
well.
To the Anonymous Debtor,
I love it when you come to me
with a problem.
Love, The Spaz
To the Anonymous Debtor,
Actually, I love you all the time.
Love, The Spaz
Sunshine,
Next to Boo-Boo Kitty, you are
the best thing that ever happened
to me! I love you. Ellen
C.C.
I know you want a special T.A.
session. Maybe I can aceomodate.
Je t'aime.
Broken Hearts are for assholes ...
Frank Zappa
Runty,
Roses are red,
but Runty is blue.
Cause her dude is in Melbourne,
And she's not there too!
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To AKP Hey Snowbird (Brr, Brr)!
Here's to Bobby McGee, The Stars,
the 5th, the cave, esort and enter-
tainment, and, of course- sweater
fuzzies!
I care,
AJP P.S. Insert trust anywhere
you see fit.
SHORTY. Who is fairest of the all.
Groom & Daughter and Rustler
know it is you.
St. Elsewhere Fan Club
What kind of a Valentine's Day
can it be now that Mark has aids?
We all might as well take the
Wendy route out.
D.P.T.
These poor fools. No one has told
them yet. Valentine's Day has been
postponed this year until March
22nd. 5 more Saturdays
D.H.
Who ever thought an innocent
tickling fight would lead to....It all
seems black and white to me, but
there is that scary, exciting grey
area in between!
M
Iffer
To imagine Trinity w/o you is to
imagine a blank "the wall" Boy
are we lucky!
Mer
To C.L. and M.F.
Thanks for the constructive crit-
icism. With the helping hand of
concerned readers like yourselves,
I hope someday to drag myself out
of the cesspool of depravity and
callousness in which I now floun-
der. Happy V.D. C.R.
Dear Luiubelis,
Happy Hearts Day!
Love, Mel's Brother
L.A.C.
I'm JACKED about us! Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love, # 12
DTH
Be Mine Forever because that's
how long I'm going to love you,
K
Spike,
Happy Valentine's Day from one
Big Woman to another!
Love, El
To Jennifer Weisman: Valentines
and Fascination
Void
I'm the cutest girl on campus but
you have the foulest mouth. Meal-
times are always a pleasure
Gilsink
JD
Are squash balls a specialty? Ch-
are there others? I'm dying to
know.
#1 Wench
An Evening With
Margaret Avery
nominated for best supporting actress in her role as
aSHUG" In The Color Purple
Ms. Avery will do a dramatic reading, discuss
her role in The Color Purple, and give a
behind the scenes look at the making of this
Stephen Spielburg movie, which has been
nominated for several Academy Awards.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27th
The C a v e at 8 : 0 0 P .M. sponsored by TCAC
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ORLD OUTLOOK
An Unnecessary Increase
President Reagan's February 4th State of the Union Address was opti-
mistic, upbeat and saturated with American self-confidence and convine-
tions of superiority and invincibility, yet very vague. '"America believes,
America is ready, America can win the race to the future. Nothing is
impossible, no victory is beyond our reach; no glory will ever be too
great.'" Reagan's budget, which he submitted to Congress the following
day, clarified his vision of the future.
Though domestic spending has steadily decreased as a share of the gross
national product since 1981 while the military budget has significantly
increased as a share of the gnp, the Reagan Administration still isn't
satisfied. According to the Reagan Administration, the future of America
depends upon the size of the military budget, not upon federal aid to
higher education, Medicare and Medicaid, farm and nutrition programs,
and loans to home-owners, students, farmers and businesses. As Caspar
Weinberger, the Secretary of Defense, asked, '"Do Americans really want
to risk our lives, fortunes and freedom for an increment of current coii-
sumption?'"
The World In
Review
HILLARY DAVIDSON
Needless to say, domestic programs were once again sacrificed to the
military budget- over 24 federal programs were eliminated and a majority
of the rest were drastically cut, while the Pentagon received a nice little
increase in funds. The total military budget for 1986 is $286.1 billion while
the projected mititary budget is $320.3 billion for 1987 and a hefty $405.9
billion for 1991.
The cuts in domestic spending will probably not get by Congress, espe-
cially in light of the fact that many congressmen are up for re-election
this year. Therefore, what is most disturbing about Reagan's vision of the
future, as expressed in his budget, and what will perhaps prove most
harmful to the country is his misplaced faith in a large military budget.
.Indeed, Jeffrey Record, a military analyst, wrote in The New Republic
that "The acid test of the military is how effectively it performs on the
battleground not how much money it can wring from politicians in peace-
time," Grenada is a case in point. The victory of 8,000 Marines over a few
hundred Cubans could hardly be called substantial. Besides, serious mis-
takes were made which could have meant defeat for the U.S. if, we had
faced a more formidable opponent. : ; : :
Record contends that what the Reagan Administration does not under-
stand is that the problems of the military do not stem from a lack of power
that can be rectified by an increase of funds, but rather from "unaddressed
organizational and institutional obstacles that are more or less immune to
budgetary resolution." For example, there is too much political interfer-
ence in military operations; the Joint Chiefs of Staff needs to be reorga-
nized so that special interests don't prevail over the common military
good; and the ability level and training of recruits has declined.
To be sure, the U.S. military is not training soldiers and leaders, but
rather bureacucrats. David Evans, a lieutenant colonel in the Marine
Corps, wrote in the February 4th New York Times that "A tacitically
inept unit can pass a typical inspection on the strength of its bookkeeping
and the promptness of its reports. A generation of officers is being con-
ditioned to the notion that reports flowing back to headquarters are more
important than daring initiative at the front." The military is being bogged
down with bureaucracy while basic military skills are not being taught.
Furthermore, the military rotates men from unit to unit. This has a
debilitating effect on unit cohesion and thus makes the goal of winning a
war secondary to the goal of survival. Many military experts suggest that
a lack of unit cohesion was one of the many reasons why we did not
achieve our objectives in Vietnam.
The U.S. is proud of its high technological level of its weapons- the very
tools of war. Yet, these complex weapons are either too expensive to buy
in the quantity necessary to perform on the battleground, or as often
happens, long before they ever reach the battleground it is discovered
that they cannot perform at all.
The domestic cuts that Reagan proposed would be felt by all sectors of
American society and would have absolutely devasting effects on the poor
and the elderly. Yet Reagan has chosen to take from the citizens and give
to the military. What the Administration fails to see is that a more
effective defense can be created without the billions of dollars that could
otherwise go to able-minded students who want to go to college, or sick
patients who can't afford the high medical costs, or struggling farmers
and small businessmen.
Throwing money at the Pentagon has the dual effect of threatning the
well-being of the country and its citizens while giving a false sense of
security.
Valentine's Special
CONE CO., INC.
699 Maple Avenue
Hartford, CT 06114
724-2688
Valuable Coupon ...
Valid thru Feb. 16th
Bring your Valentine
to Victoria Cone Co.
When both of you buy a
small cone, dish, or
sundae, we upgrade to a
LARGE ice cream at no
extra charge.
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South African Death Squads
by Philip Page
Interlink Reports
As violence in South Africa ap-
proaches the level of civil war, anti-
apartheid activists fear that an
ominous new element has entered
the political landscape: the death
squad.
In the past year, assassinations
and disappearances of anti-aparth-
eid activists have become common-
place. Eleven members of the
multi-racial United Democratic
Front — the largest legal opposi-
tion, grouping more than 1.5 mil-
lion people from 600 organizations
— have already been killed under
suspicious circumstances. More
than a score of UDF leaders are
missing.
The white-minority government
of President P.W. Botha argues
that bands of extremist right win-
gers have set out to eliminate those
opposed to apartheid. But anti-
apartheid activists counter that a
significant body of evidence sug-
gests government complicity in the
killing of its political opponents, al-
though they add that this evidence
is of necessity circumstantial.
Surreptitious violence and har-
assment of progressive activists
has a long history in South Africa,
and since 1965 more than eight
hundred such incidents have been
reported. The significance of such
activity, however, only became ob-
vious in 1979, following several
years of heightened anti-apartheid
activity sparked by the 1976 Sow-
eto rebellion against inferior edu-
cation for blacks. As the Rand
Daily Mail said of the violence at
that time, "The methods vary from
the anonymous middle-of-the-night
death threat on the phone to wak-
ing in the morning and finding the
family cat skinned on the front
doorstep. It could be a petrol bomb
exploding against your door or a
bullet Shattering your bedroom
window. Or it could be the 'soft
stuff — finding your car tires
slashed or a slogan daubed against
the garage wall."
The January 8, 1978 murder of
Dr. Richard Turner is considered
a pivotal event. Dr. Turner was an
influential activist whose book
"The Eye of the Needle" inspired
a generation of activists with its
vision of a non-racial, non-exploi-
tative, future South Africa. On the
day of his murder, he answered a
knock on his door. An unknown
assailant fired a single shot into
his chest, and he died a few min-
utes later. The killing has not yet
been solved. Perhaps more impor-
tant, according to anti-apartheid
activists, the police never launched .
a serious investigation of the case.
To cite one example: they did not
question his neighbors until more
than six weeks after the murder.
The next significant killing was
in November 1980, when black
lawyer and civil rights leader Grif-
fiths Mxenge was found dead and
mutilated in an unused cycling
stadium in Durban. Five years
later, police still have not made any
progress in the case.
It was on April 14, 1982 that the
first of a long line of "disappear-
ances" occurred. The victim was
Sipho Mtimkhulu, a leader of the
now-banned Congress of South Af-
rican Students. Several weeks be-
fore his disappearance, Mtimkhulu
had been released from detention.
He had begun legal prodeedings
against the authorities, claiming he
had been poisoned and tortured
while in detention. Suffering from
partial paralysis in his legs, he was
receiving outpatient care at the
Livingstone Hospital in Port Eliz-
abeth on the last day he was seen
alive. Despite publicity campaigns
and appeals to the authorities, he
has now been "missing" for three
years.
These incidents, unfortunately,
were only a prelude to a dramatic
escalation in assassinations and
"disappearances" in 1985, accord-
ing to anti-apartheid activists. The
rise in activity by alleged death
squads parallels the most serious
challenge to apartheid since it was
institutionalized in the years fol-
lowing World War II. Since Sep-
tember 1984, some 950 people have
been killed in the political violence
engulfing the country, almost all
of them black.
Seven murders in the eastern
Cape, the most politically orga-
nized black area in South Africa,
are typical of the circumstances
surrounding the alleged death
squad killings. The seven, all UDF
activists, had been subjected to se-
vere political harassment before
their murders. In the first inci-
dent, Sipho Hashe, Qaqali Godolozi
and Champion Galela — the senior
leadership of the Port Elizabeth
Black Community Organization
(PEBCO) - left their office to-
gether on the night of May 8. They
had earlier received a call from
someone purporting to be from the
British Embassy, requesting an
urgent meeting with them. They
never arrived. Three months later,
their charred bodies were discov-
ered in the open velot outside Port
Elizabeth. A number of people
later released from jail alleged that
they had seen the three while in
detention. Minister of Police Louis
Le Grange said the police had no
record of detaining the men.
The most foreboding incident
came on June 28. On that day, four
community leaders left Port Eliz-
abeth for their homes in nearby
Cradock after attending an emer-
gency meeting of the UDF execu-
tive body. They told worried
friends that they had to return
home that night, but that they
would not stop "for anyone other
than uniformed policemen." The
four — Mathew Goniwe, Fort Cal-
ata, Sparrow Mkonto and Sicelo,
Mhlawuli — were never heard from
again. Their burned-out car was
found the next day, but there was
no trace of the four men despite a
careful search. Two days later, in
the same place where the search
had taken place, two burnt bodies
. were found. The next day the other
two corpses were discovered.
Friends and family members of the
four say there are several factors
to indicate government collusion in
the deaths. These include:
- Independent forensic experts
said there was no damage to the
car, indicating it was not forced off
the road, and the four had explic-
itly promised to stop for no one
except the police;
- Goniwe's body was found wear-
ing a military-style boot instead of
his shoe;
- The families were not allowed
to see the bodies, and at the mor-
tuary they were only allowed to
look at the remains through a glass
window from a distance;
- Other travelers that night have
signed affidavits alleging they
were stopped in a police road block
close to the spot where the car was
later found. Police'have denied set-
ting up any road blocks on the
night in question.
The Cradock Four, as the mur-
dered activists became known,
were buried a week later in the
largest funeral ever seen in South
Africa, attended by 100,00 people.
As the funeral was taking place,
word arrived that the government
had declared a State of Emer-
gency in 64 districts. The mour-
ners saw it as a compliment to the
seriousness of their opposition to
apartheid.
Anti-apartheid activists note that
the work of the alleged death
squads goes on. Because of the
murderer's modus operandi, collu-
sion between government and the
killers is difficult to discern, let
alone prove. The activists stress
that death squads are a favorite
tactic of repressive regimes, pre-
cisely because it is so easy to cre-
ate a distance between the
anonymous killers and the author-
ities.
And, they add, who else stands
to gain most from the murders?
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U.S.-Vietnam Relations
by Peter Schwartzman
World Outlook Staff
Vietnam. Some said we should
have gotton out in 1950's, others
said that it should have of been
done in the 1960's and then it was
finally done in the 1970's. Now it
is the 1980's and the question again
arises: "What to do with Viet-
nam?". The issue is not whether to
send in troops or even whether to
withdraw them, but to normalize
relations.
Since 1975, when the last U.S.
troops pulled out, there have not
been normal relations. The time
has come to reconcile the pain and
failure of the past with the oppor-
tunity and promise of the future.
There is nothing more to lose, but
there is much to sain.
The primary stumbling blocks to
normalization are the 2,000
M.I.A.'s and the 100,000 Vietnam-
ese troops in Cambodia. The U.S.
wants the M.I.A. issue resolved
and the troops removed. The Vi-
etnamese want normalization be-
cause this would bring them U.S.
assistance and trade. Thus they are
willing to meet the demands of the
U.S. Attempts to normalize rela-
tions would foster the solution of
these problems, whereas the con-
tinuing situation will push them
farther into the Soviet Union's lap.
The M.I.A. question has been a
topic that has instigated intense
discussion and stirred up emotion
in this country. The Vietnamese
have been allowing America to look
for these people. The Vietnamese
-iayj^n0 reason to hide them, for
- ^ ^ - ^ ' ^ o 1 - ' a n i m o s i t y .toward
American soldiers according to re-
cent interviews. Besides, the Vi-
etnamese can't even find 200,000
of their M.I.A.'s. Resolving this is-
sue is not of great political gravity,
but it is exceedingly important to
the families involved. It is, there- '
fore, a step in the right direction.
Cambodia is a more difficult
problem to solve. No one wants the
troops there- not the U.S., its
Southeast Asian allies, China or
the various Cambodian factions.
And most of all, not the Vietnam-
ese who can ill afford to supply
them. The Vietnamese invaded
Cambodia in 1978 to exact revenge
against Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge in-
vasions of the Mekong Delta. Pol
Pot is the Cambodian leader. After
driving back Pol Pot, they estab-
lished control in Cambodia.
However, it is still difficult for
the Vietnamese to leave because
Pol Pot is still quite strong and his
army is on the move. Recently, Pol
Pot was reportedly in control of
the provincial capital of Takeo.
This situation presents a great
challenge to them. How can they
leave when Pol Pot is so close?
Nevertheless, the Vietnamese
have promised to leave by 1990.
This is a promise that we should
help them to maintain. One method
of accomplishing this would be to
bring in China. China supports Pol
Pot out of their dislike for the So-
viet Union and Vietnam. Since we
have good relations with China, we
might be able to persuade them to
influence Pol Pot. As long as Viet-
nam is shutoff from the West it
has no choice but to turn to the
Eastern Bloc.
Normalization of relations will
bring the Vietnamese what they
want- Western trade and modern-
ization help. The U.S. should help
to maintain Vietnam's promise to
withdraw from Cambodia and
should set up a base of operations
to improve the search for M.I.A.'s.
Normal relations will give the U.S.
a new market for its goods and the
possibility for a new ally in the
area. And, from the strategic point
of view, a lessening of the Soviet
presence. It is time to put away
the feelings of the Vietnam War
and attempt to do what is neces-
sary anil appropriate.
PUT YOUR DEGREE TO WORK
WITH THE PEACE CORPS
We are looking for a few
good people with the
following degrees:
BIOLOGY-MATH
HUMAN ECOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
ENGLISH
FRENCH
BUSINESS
BOTANY
EDUCATION
Information session on Feb.
26th in the Alumni Lounge,
Mather Campus at 4:00 P.M.
Recruiters Dana Naughton,
Dorothy Coley and Matthew
Burtch will also be
available for placement
interviews on Feb. 27th 9:00
A.M. - 5:00 P.M. in
GOODWIN BUILDING rooms 1 and
2.
FILM WILL BE SHOWN
For information call: 203
527-3151, Exts 228,229
The toughest job
you'll ever love J
College Press Service
Botha's Hypocritical Rhetoric
by Kelly Keating
World Outlook Staff
"We have outgrown...the out-
dated concept of apartheid,"
claimed President P.W. Botha
while addressing the opening of the
South African Parliament in Cape-
town. And so the rhetoric flowed.
This statement is ironically
amusing considering the South Af-
rican Parliament has separate
chambers for whites, people of
mixed race and Asians. Apartheid
has been outgrown? Perhaps riot,
Mr. Botha, when blacks are not
members of your Parliament much
less citizens.
Though beautifully stated, this
pronouncement is simply empty
rhetoric spoken by a man who is
desperately looking to regain stat-
ure in the eyes of the world. Fur-
thermore, Mr. Botha's claim does
not resurrect the nearly 1,100 peo-
ple who have died under the viol-
ence of apartheid. Mr. Botha's
speech comes too late for them.
In addition to professing that
South Africa has broken the bonds
of apartheid, Mr. Botha proposed,
"If I were to release Mr. Nelson
Mandela on humanitarian grounds
could Captain Wynand du Toit,
Andrei Sakharov and Anatoli
Shcharansky not also be released
on humanitarian grounds?"
The thought of freeing Mandela
was a bizarre twist in Mr. Botha's
address, but surely it is not a gen-
uine offer. Captain du Toit is a
South African officer who is pres-
ently being held in Angola after
being captured during a com-
mando raid last year. Negotiating
du Toit's release might be feesible,
yet it is highly unlikely that the
Soviet Union would even consider
releasing Sakharov and Shcharan-
sky. Obviously Mr. Botha's state-
ment is more of an attempt to cull
public opinion than a conscientious
effort to normalize tensions within
South Africa. Many have sug-
gested that Mr. Botha's call for the
independence of the Soviet dissi-
dents is a means to show strength-
ened solidarity with the West
against communism. Bishop Des-
mond Tutu stated, "What has Nel-
son's release got to do with
Sakharov. I can't see why they are
liiiKfu. u WOKS like a ploy that a
politician has thought up that will
sound good to the cars in the West
[and show] that he is concerned
about prisoners of conscience."
One would hope to believe Mr.
Botha is sincere about wanting
freedom for two Soviet dissidents.
But one must wonder about Mr.
Botha's priorities. Is he more con-
cerned with political prisoners in
another country when his own
country is virtually on the verge of
violent upheaval? How can he dis-
cuss humanitarian acts when South
Africa has imprisoned Nelson
Mandela for twenty-three years for
trying to change a morally repug-
nant system which basically denies
human rights to a black majority?
How can Mr. Botha worry about
Soviet dissidents in the Soviet
Union when the violence of aparth-
eid has murdered nearly 1,100 peo-
ple — people who were merely
demanding their equal share in
South African society?
Not only is Mr. Botha's state-
ment hypocritical, but frankly it is
also thoroughly disgusting. Fur-
thermore, Mr. Botha proposed
various other ideas in the hope of
promoting his South African fan-
tasy of a country that has "out-
grown ... the outdated concept of
apartheid."
Mr. Botha stated that he is con-
sidering the possibility of estab-
lishing a "national statutory
council." This council would be.
composed of government officials,
representatives of the black home-
lands and leaders of other black
interest groups. What, exactly,
does this mean? Surely any ap-
pointed black representatives will
not be those who strongly advo-
cate the complete dismantling of
apartheid or the idea of the one-
man, one-vote system. Many of
these men are quite comfortable
with being part of the establish-
ment of South Africa. Members of
the African National congress
would surely not be among these
black interest group representa-
tives.
It seems, then, that this council
will be merely a glitzy stage pro-
duction for the world audience.
The coucil would have no real
power, but only the ability to ad-
vise the government on what Mr.
Botha called "matters of con-
cern."
Opponents of Mr. Botha reacted
to the speech by saying they
wanted to see if "subtance will fol-
low rhetoric." Sadly enough the
notion of substance seems quite
dim. But the speech has probably
helped to ease the conscience of
Mr. Botha, other white South Af-
ricans, and the world abroad. They
can now look to one another and
say, "See we are making prog-
ress." But what of the 1,100 peo-
ple who have died? Where was the
progress which they deserved?
FEBRUARY 24th
is the final deadline for
contributions of plays,
poetry, goats, and fiction to
the Trinity Review.
BOX 4000
We welcome submissions
from undergraduate,
graduates, IDP's and faculty.
Thank you — Gurss Gurss SJed Donk
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He Gets Lucky
"How many of you guys out there want to get laid
tonight?" Screaming, cheering, yelling, excitement. "How
many of you girls out there want to get laid tonight?"
Silence. "Then you guys are in the wrong place."
The world's oldest double standard is still thriving
right here at Trinity. He gets lucky; she gets used. He
can brag about it Sunday morning; she does her best
to deny it. His friends pat him on the back and give him
a high five; her friends do their best to help her rationalize
it. Last Thursday night, comedian Jim Whitely made our
hang ups public.
Sure, it seems ridiculous that people still adhere to
this cliche. Even those of us who like to claim that we
are educated are still affected by this unfortunate ster-
eotype. Even if we dismiss it as old-fasioned ignorance,
we nevertheless think about it, are judged according to
it, and answer to it on Sunday mornings.
Wouldn't it be nice if They could get lucky? And if
They could even talk about it, if They wanted to, or
remain silent if that was Their choice.
This is not to imply that the only place this double
standard still survives is at Trinity. Indeed it is still
prevalent across the board. But somehow at Trinity where
relationships are discouraged, and things tend to take
on a "fly by night" coloring, this stereotype is bolder
and louder than at most places. This is too bad.
Your Average Miracle
"1 am pleased to report the state of our union is
stronger than a year ago, and growing stronger each
day. Tonight we look out on a rising America- firm of
heart, united in spirit, powerful in pride and patriotism,
America is on the move!" Doesn't is depend on where
you are looking out from?
President Reagan's State of the Union Address last
Tuesday night was, as usual, eloquently delivered, beau-
tifully written, and somehow inspirational. And, as usual,
it took one listening and three or four readings of the
text the next day to cut through the sappy emotion and
find substance, or try to.
We're doing fine, our President assures us. And to
some extent he is right. 105 million people are now at
work, the highest in our nation's history. Interest Rates
have been cut in half and inflation seems to be taking
a permanent dive. It seems that these are the factors
Reagan deemed our "economic miracle" last week. Yes,
miracle was the term he chose and used. Miracle.
There were a few aspects of the "economic miracle"
which weren't given equal air time. The fact that our
budget and trade deficits are the worst in our history,
the fact that the national debt has doubled all the deficits
accumulated by all the Presidents before Reagan, the
fact that there are more people homeless and hungry
today than at any time since the Depression were sort
of swept over.
If falling inflation rates deserve the title of your average
miracle, then surely these factors are comparable to the
Immaculate Conception.
Hallelujah
LETTERS POLICY
The Tripod welcomes letters from our readers.
Letters for publication should be typed, double
spaced, and must include the writer's name, although
names can be withheld from publication upon request.
Letters for publication should be mailed to the
Tripod via Box 1310 or delivered to Jackson Basem,ent
so that they are received by 5 p.m. on Friday.
Letters are subject to editing for style, length, and
taste. . . '.
V - •;:;•'••".•• v ? ' " ;
John Kail
ETTERS
Defending The Rights of Animals OPEN Your Eyes
To the Editors,
If would like to take a moment
to respond to Chip "the Butcher"
Rhodes and his so called 'Feature
Focus' article. I find it quite an-
noying that such an article de-
serves the title of 'Feature' when
all it seems to be is an article by a
prissy, disgruntled patron of BT's
who happened to run into a radical
group of the Animal Rights Front.
First off, let me. address the is-
sue of the group Mr. Rhodes en-
countered outside of G. Fox in
downtown Hartford. They are to
the animal rights movement what
Louis Farrkanan is to the civil
rights movement: a radical, left
wing group not representative of
the movement as a whole. And
sensationalism, sure, why not? It
happens to be a favorite of the
news media. As to their member
composition, your guess is as good
as mine as to why women body
builders would join such a cause.
Chip, I personally would agree
with your statement that you're
callous. The animal rights move-
ment is not trying to get you just
to visualize the gory details but to
empathize. Now just for your clar-
ification Chip, that's a little deeper
than the artifical sympathy most
spineless invertebrates and cro-
magnon hominoids feel.
As to your classification that
there exists only two types of ani-
mal lovers, I am completely ap-
palled. Obviously there is a good
reason you are in college, hope-
fully to get an education, and I'll
pray you aren't a senior yet be-
cause you have a long way to go.
Maybe you're a math major and
have heard of Pythagoras? He once
said, "For as long as man contin-
ues to be the ruthless destroyer of
lower living beings, he will nver
know health or peace. For as long
as men massacre animals, they will
kill each other. Indeed he who sows
the seeds of murder and pain can-
not reap joy and love."
Or maybe, Chip, you've even
heard of Mahatma Gandhi? As he
said, "The greatness of a nation
and its moral progress can be
measured by the. way in which its
animals are treated." Or possibly
in your extreme mental capacity
you have absorbed the teachings of
one Albert Schweitzer? He said,
"To the truly ethical man, all of
life is sacred, including forms of
life that from the human point of
view may seem lower than ours."
Do you put these famous individ-
uals in your "mentally incapaci-
tated - misguided fool" catagory?
Have you ever felt strongly enough
on any issue to stand up and pro-
test, or do you run to the sanctity
of your room every time your pre-
cious world is threatened? If fight-
ing for one's beliefs is not worth
one's time, then what is? Tell me
Chipper, does your mother own a
fur? Could you stare her in the face
for me and tell her, "Real people
wear fake furs?'.
Respectfully yours,
Michael Fox
To the Editors,
The Trinity Anti-Apartheid con-
ference of Feb 1 and 2 has opened
the eyes of people throughout the
Hartford area as to the realities of
life in South Africa and the impor-
tance of all Peoples struggle for
freedom and economic justice. The
idea that a group of students in the
1980's would spend a weekend to-
gether to unselfishly focus on ide-
als and issues which concern their
world is very heartening thought.
We as students are called to be the
watchdogs of our society- a society
which, as of late, seems to place
profits above people. This idea was
hammered home to me again and
again as I was surrounded by the
wealth and apolitical nature of
many Trinity students. However
all those Trinity students that I
met over the weekend were very
friendly and overacommidating.
Your campus is to be congratu-
lated for its hospitality!! On a more
personalized level I would also like
to thank Eliose Nurse and Julie
O'Gara without whose work and
committment this conference
never would have happened. It
isn't just enough to say that you
condemn apartheid...STOP
TALKING AND START ACT-
ING!!! The Trinity College Anti-
Apartheid committee meets on
Wednesday, Febuary Fith, 9:30 in
the CAVE.
Sincerly,
Louis L. Murray
member Keene State People for
a Free South Africa
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Rhodes Unfair
I have never been disgusted or
provoked enough to respond to a
Tripod article until now, but Chip
Rhodes "Feature Focus" on Feb.
4 was just about the most pathetic
and ignorant piece of journalism
(and I use the word lightly) I have
ever read. I am neither a "kindly
aged woman" or an "empty-
headed glassy eyed teenage girl"
but I do love animals and I find it
hard to believe a college student
would be as shallow and depraved
as Chip Rhodes. In his sarcastic
attempt to ridicule people con-
cerned with the well being of ani-
mals he calls them "misguided
fools", "female weight-lifter
types" as well as the ancient and
empty headed girls mentioned
above.
It made me wonder if Chip
has any pets at his home (and I pity
the poor abused creatures) and if
he does, would it bother him to
watch his pet beaten senseless with
a club and sjcinned while possibly
still alive, and the carcass left to
rot on his front yard? No Chip, it
wouldn't? Then maybe it wouldn't
bother you to see a new born child
with its leg caught in a steel trap
slowly bleeding to death. New born
infants don't have much in com-
mon with the reasoning and intel-
ligent adults who you seem to think
are so much different from ani-
mals. These [sic] reasoning and in-
telligent humans who managed to
kill thirty-five million people in.
world war two.
Two more points for you Chip:
one, seventh grade biology should
have told you that we evolved
from, and remain to this very day,
animals, similar to beavers, minks,
foxes and rabbits. And two, a fif-
teen second effort to look in a
dictionary told me that a "just
what the hell is a marten?" is ac-
tually a small flesh eating mammal
like a weasel but larger that lives
chiefly in trees and has a long slen-
der body, short legs and soft, thick
valuable fur. Next time make the
effort Chip, ami while you'- • at it,
look up ignorant foi a clue to your
attitude towards people who are
making an effort to stop the sense-
less pain and suffering of animals.
Chris Lorenz
Psi-U Sign In
Poor Taste
To the Editors:
I am writing to the Tripod in or-
der to vote my disgust and disap-
pointment over a sign which was
suspended from the Cook Arch on
Wednesday. The sign to which I am
referring was an advertisement for
a fraternity party and I feel that it
was in particularly poor taste. It
read, "Blow Up Party," and since
it was put up a day after the ter-
rible shuttle "blow up" I found it
insensitive and offensive. I know
many people who reacted in a sim-
ilar way.
Yours sincerely,
Claire Heilman
Bantam Ball
Committee Thanks
Community
To the Editors,
The entire committee would like
to thank everyone who helped
make the Bantam Ball and the en-
tire Winter Weekend a success.
We hope that it will become a tra-
dition at Trinity.
We would like to extend our spe-
cial thanks to Joann Pulver, Joesph
Tolliver, Bob Schondelmeier, John
Woolley, Dr. John Williams, Mimi
Burns, and all those who attended.
The Bantam Ball Committee
Because of Open
Period, The Tripod
will not be
published. The next
issue of the Tripod
will be Tuesday,
February 25th.
Open Windows
KATHRYN GALIANT
The good news this week was that
Don Johnson, viMiuwi Vice fame,
"officially" announced his split
from long-time girlfriend and
mother of his son, Patti D'Arban-
aville. Does the average American
women stand a chance with Don
"Stud-Man-ol'-the-SO's" Johnson?
The fact is that this guy's been
married four times, so it's just a
matter of time and, sooner or later,
it'll be your turn. Be patient, he'll
get to you.
1 watched Ml-Vl (that's what hip
folks call it) last Friday night, how-
ever, and I think the show is ex-
periencing a demise of style. I kept
thinking what the show is going to
look like in about eight years when
it's in re-runs. We'll get the
squirmy feeling we get now when
we look at old Hawaii 5-0's and
see how wide Jack Lord's ties and
lapels were.
During its first season, the show
was great because, while it had
fantastic music, photography, fast
cars and boats, an alligator, steamy
sex scenes and gorgeous men who
appealed to both men and women
viewers, it also had great scripts.
I'm sure there was a substance to
the show, but now it seems as
though it's all form.
During the course of each epi-
sode, Crockett or Tubbs must be-
come emotionally and personally
involved in the case, and Gina and/
or Trudy must compromise their
values by actually sleeping with the
man they picked up while posing g
as prostitutes. It always turns out
that the main villain raped Castil-
lo's late or lost (I never did under-
stand that plot twist) wife while
they were all in Thailand during
the early-60's doing God-knows-
what, so he and the bad guy end
up having some -sort of ,obsure
Asian martial arts (honor match.
Castillo, of course,'i always wins,
Kappa's GPA
"Kappa Leads the Nation"
The Zeta Theta Chapter of
Kappa Kappa Gamma was the
proud recipient of an award form
their national headquarters for
maintaining the highest G.P.A. out
of 114 chapters nation wide for the
last two semesters (Fall '84, Spring
'85). On Wednesday afternoon,
Feb. 5th in Hamlin Hall, the Kap-
pas held a Scholarship Tea. In ad-
dition to the recognition of this
achievement, awards were also
given to individual Kappas who
have demonstrated outstanding
academic achievement. For the j
highest Kappa class G.P.A. the i
awardees were: Ginny Murtagh
'86; Jeanne Hopkins '87; and
Laura Martin '88. Maureen
Hughes recieved an award for the
greatest improvement in G.P.A.
and she and her Kappa "little sis-
ter" Jeanne Hopkins received a ,
joint award as the big sister, Little \
Sister combination with the high- j
est G.P.A. In addition, an award j
was given to the Kappa voted by j
the chapter as being the most well- ;
rounded and active student. Jill j
Hagberg was the recipient of this j
award, recognized for her aca- j
demic achievment, her extra-cur- \
ricular involvement and her
community involvement as well.
All in all the afternoon was a pleas
ant success and many thanks were
given to the faculty and adminis-
tration present to support and rec-
ognize the academic achievements
of the sisters of Kappa Kappa
Gamma at Trinity College.
Pamela Guardo '86
even though he's not Asian and
the guy he fights always is.
Sonny always finds some old
Vietnam war buddy who's having
a crisis with drugs, women, illegal
firearms or any combination of the
three. They're still ciose because,
even though they haven't seen
each other in twelve years, they
did lead their batallion through the
heaviest fighting or they both re-
fused to throw NVA POW's out of
helicopters, because it was the
wrong thing to do. At this point,
my roommate and I put bets on
what the ending will be at 10:30,
and one of us is always right. The
only exciting thing that's hap-
pened on Miami Vice this season
was the debut of the title cut from
Dire Straits' Brothers in Arms al-
bum.
Most people consider Tubbs and
Crockett to be the coolest dudes
on the show, but it's really Castillo
who is the arbiter of what's really
cool. Catillo's style trancends time
(who remembers him when he
played a bad guy on Hawaii 5-01).
Those $3000 Giorgio Armani jack-
ets are starting to look rumpled on
Sonny and his smoking really gets
on my nerves, but Castillo is al-
ways in style. His economy of
words, his ever-present black suit,
thin black tie and his funky skin
make him able to trancend the
trends of the times.
Anyway, I predict that Miami
Vice is going to have to do a major
overhaul on their production de-
sign and writing- department,, and -
get some new wardrobe, or they're
headed for the Land of Has Beens;
next year's Falcon Crest.
If you're shopping for another
cool show, check outMoo7ilighting,
a sort of romantic comedy detec-
tive show, Tuesday nights at 9 on
ABC. Bruce Willis, who plays
David Addison, won last season's
"Meanest Villain on Miami Vice"
k, t
award. (He played the guy who
bent his wife, and Sonny tried to
get her to turn evidence, against
him, but he got off on a technical-
ity, so she blew him away with a
really big gun on the steps of the
courthouse. He was great, proba-
bly the nastiest bad guy they ever
had, and he had an amazing BMW.)
Willis and Cybil Sheppard are
perfect together and the show
challenges the medium of televi-
sion. One episode was written en-
tirely in Dr. Seuss verse, one was
in black and white and in mono-
phonic sound. The repartee is
snappy and witty and Bruce Willis
is this season's thinking person's
alternative to Don Johnson
The other good news last week
was that Steven Baccus was "The
youngest American to get a law
degree when he graduated from
the University of Miami law school
this month at 16." Unfortunately,
according to the Hartford Cour-
nnt, Baccus can't practice law in
Florida until he's 18, so he's put-
ting together a show and "taking
his 190 IQ on the road." (If my IQ
were a point higher, I'd have one.)
In the "show", Baccus will "sing,
dance, deliver speeches on world
affairs and promote such products
as computers and cameras." His
long-range plans include a mas-
ter's and a doctorate in computer
science, starring roles in movies,
and maybe practicing a little law,
if he ean squeeze it in. His business
managers say "let's just say we're
going to make sure this kid lives a
very, very profitable life." Think
about it: before you even see this
kid, you know what he looks like.
If Baccus' show makes it to
Hartford, I'll be sure to catch it.
Definitely sounds like something
I'd want to spend my hard-earned
entertainment dollar on.
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Feature Focus
CHIP RHODES
BLOOM COUNTY
by Chip Rhodes
Features Editor
It took 16 years for me to see
racism as anything but an abstrac-
tion. I grew up in a small, white,
blue-collar.town; the kind of town
that Bruce Springsteen writes and
sings about. Consequently, I nei-
ther came into contact with very
many blacks, nor did I acquire any
real sympathy for the injustices
they have suffered and do still suf-
fer. Yes I read about slavery in
school; I also read The Autobiog-
raphy of Malcolm X on my own.
But these were words and descrip-
tions that existed only in the realm
of literature, not in the world I saw
and touched every day. Malcolm
X, like Uncle Tom in Uncle Tom's
Cabin, was a character in a book,
not a real person. Without any
first-hand experience, it is under-
standable, not to say justifiable,
that I would lack this tangible sym-
pathy. Especially considering my
age.
I can vaguely recall being scolded
by my older sister for telling racist
jokes. I think I was about 12 and
she was about 17. When she would
rebuke me I would tell her that,
"It was only a joke." She would
shake her head and tell me that
someday I'd understand that the
jokes just weren't funny; they be-
trayed too much real prejudice and,
even, hatred. I stopped telling such
jokes, but only around her.
For their part, my parents tried
to engender tolerance and open-
mindedness as far back as my
memory stretches. I can recall
nothing that either of them ever
said that could be construed as
being racist. But the fact remains
— I didn't know any blacks. That
is, until Preston and his family
moved into my town.
The arrival of anybody new in a
languid town like mine is an -event
And, naturally, the arrival of
someone new and black would be
an event of historical significance.
That first day that Preston walked
into my Junior Honors English
class stirred the class and pro-
duced plenty of muted gossip; but
little, if any, friendliness. With the
sole exception of a few socially
prominant people, who for their
part seemed to be merely honing
images, virtually no one made an
attempt to become his friend. To
be sure, there was plenty of talk
of Preston, but none directed at
him.
I have to confess that I didn't
exactly lead the welcome wagon.
I'm a shy person now, but then I
was shy to the point of being pro-
nounced dead. I wouldn't have re-
acted any differently had the new
student been red, green, or blue.
Still, this does not absolve me en-
tirely from blame. I was certainly
aware that Preston was being os-
tracized. It did upset me, but I only
became friends with him after he
took the initiative,
I kind of wish our first verbal
exchange had contained some raa-
jor revelation about people and
communication, about bridging ra-
cial gaps, or something like that.
That wasn't the case, however. We
talked, briefly and awkwardly,
about our mutual class. This lead
to more frequent and less awk-
ward exchanges. And, over the
course of a semester, we became
friends.
Despite the chilly welcome,
Preston didn't seem demoralized.
He never showed any sign of the
kind of bitterness he could have
resorted to very easily. In fact,
considering that fact that he was
only 16, his clear-sightedness was
remarkable.
But he was not naive.
He heard the whispers, he saw
the sidelong glances; they came as
no suprise to him, so he drank it
all in with a chaser of tolerance.
This was not a new climate for him.
His family had moved around con-
siderably and lived in many towns
like mine. The climates had been
no different.
"I've got to deal with it. What
choice do I have?"
His father was a lawyer and a
successful one. He had initiated
Preston into the kind of stumbling
blocks he would encounter. He did
so, however, without passing se-
vere judgements on those who
erected the stumbling blocks.
The behavoir of Preston's fellow
students was mirrored by the fam-
ily's neighbors. Although both his
father and mother made attempts
to socialize, their efforts were pol-
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itely rejected.
But, of course, this is nothing
compared to lynehings, Klan ral-
lies, or, even, lawsuits. But it is,
most assuredly, racism. It's a mod-
ern incarnation, a socially accept-
able one designed to disguise still-.
present prejudices.
Preston and I remained friends
until he moved away during my
Senior year. He left with no fan-
fare, and just a handful of friends.
The town and school adjusted
themselves, which is not to say
they changed. Preston's presence
— and his family's — was soon for-
gotten. But not by me.
I feel fortunate to have known
Preston. He certainly opened my
eyes to a lot of things. He made
me see that racism, subtle or oth-
erwise, existed in my world and
me. And it continues to exist.
And to my sister: I will never tell
or laugh at one of those
again. They're just not funny.
Professor Lizard's Logic
by Professor Lizard
I bet allyou'se is getting pretty
fed up with this here Lizard lan-
guage, so I'll drop the dialect for
this week, and try a crack at being
intellectual for a change. Y'know,
sometimes I'm astonished by my
mental capacities.
Something very unique to any
collegiate career is all the different
thoughts that come and go like
never before. You start wondering
all over again about yourself and
the world. It's a struggle you
thought was won back in high
school, but all the diversity you en-
counter in college starts the cauld-
ron boiling again. So now I'd like
to present some of the unsolved
perplexities of my life, and give
you all something to gnaw on.
Remember watching The Bugs
Bunny/Road Runner Hour? Well,
how come real ducks and wabbits
don't even remotely resemble Bugs
and Donald? I have yet to see one
real mouse who has ears nearly as
big as those sported by Mickey.
There's something scandalous
going on here. Or how about car-
toon strips? Did you ever wonder
why Charlie Brown and the Pea-
nuts gang never grow up? What's
Speed Racer Alive and Well
by John Shiftman
Planning to take a semester
abroad in Beruit? All set to spend
Spring Break in Haiti? Then start
saving now, because now you can
cruise the world's hot spots in
 ;
style, comfort, and safety, thanks
to the ingenious folks at. CCS Con-
trol and Mercedes Benz. The two
are conspiring to produce one of
the most impenetrable and snazzy
limos ever.
Some of its features would make
Bond's "Q" green with envy. Duall
•b'attfries,1 designed to prevent
; electrical;failure, are wrapped in
•flexible armour and bulletproof
fabric. A tracking transmitter that
is hidden in the glove compart-
ment allows the car to be immedi-
ately located if it's stolen. Tear gas
ducts behind the four corner re-
flectors shoot out a 50-foot tear
gas field.
It's rumoured that Robin Leach,
of "Lifestyles of the Rich and Fa-
mous" fame, was hired to help de-
sign the interior. Inside the limo
there are the standard options such
as a television, bar, stereo, and
communications center. Other op-
tions include ground radar and a
hair dryer.
But back to the exterior. The
bullet proof glass can repel every-
thing from bat and hammer blows
to bullets fired from a .30 caliber
carbine. And, in the even of the
latter, hidden gun ports flip down,
allowing the car's occupants to re-
turn fire. The exhaust system can
lay down a protective smoke
screen for up to five miles. Sound
like Speed Racer to you? Well,
even hidden nozzles under the rear
bumper can spray up to 25 gallons
of oil on the road in front of pur-
suants. That's something that I'd
find mighty handy at times.
A special undercoating protects
the car's occupants from land
mines and other explosives. The
tires, steel-inforced, will hold air
even if they are punctured by bul-
lets. • . .
Interested? Well, as a part of this
special television offer, CCS Con-
trol is offering this limited edition
— it better be limited! — Mercedes
Benz 500 for only $271,500. You
get the smoke screen,-the oil slick,
the tear gas and, if you act now,
CCS will throw in an anti-tank gun
at NO EXTRA COST!
Philippine President Ferdinand
Marcos has ordered one of these
cars. In a press conference held
just hours after his country's
"election" began, Marcos an-
nounced that he has made a ten-
tative down payment of the titles
to lands outside Schenectady, New
. York. And he said he'd even throw
in his present car, a 1978 Chevy
Chevette. '
going on here? For some strange
reason, I don't find their jokes
funny anymore, either. And what's
all this talk about guerillas living
in the Middle East? I always
thought guerillas lived in jungles
or cages. Figure that one out. And
since we're on the topic of animos-
ity, I bet you thought the only wars
currently going on were fought in
exotic places. .
Not true! Right here on Ameri-
can soil vicious battles are fought
right down to the tooth. With their
ongoing siege of the Whopper,
McDonalds has unleashed their lat-
est weapon, the McDLT, and is on
the rebound. After a bunch of stra-
tegic failures, Coke still seems to
be hanging in there in the Great
Cola Wars. The fate of Cherry
Coke is still uncertain. NBC has
taken the world by storm with
their Thursday night ensemble.
Only Masters of the Universe and
WWF Wrestling pose potential
threats to Bull, Carla, and Mick.
And lastly, I'm constantly wonder-
ing why Mather has yet to get a
real Men's room. Guys, have you
ever noticed something essential
that is missing down there? Pawn
the mirror, and install some urin-
als before we start lobbying.
Aw, what do I know anyway?
About all I know is the Law of the
Lizard: To live a peaceful, simple
life, and all burdens will be mini-
mized. That is the key to being a
happy camper. It's just reptilian
nature. I have been informed that
my law is a modified form of Zen
Buddhism, so I guess Buddha
must've had some lizard in him.
So next time school starts mes-
sin' with your mind, take it all with
a scale of skin, because nothing ul-
timately makes sense in this crazy
world of ours. Maybe I can pilfer a
honorary degree for writing this
stuff, and stop studying.
See you all at convocation.
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Opera at Trinity:
A Student Recital
by Ginny Thompson
Staff Writer
Sophomore LeisI Odenweller and senior Joe Scorese will perform opera selections at Austin Arts Center
on February 12 at 8:15 PM.
This Wednesday, there will be a
student recital of Voice and Piano
by Senior Joseph Scorese and.
Sophomore Liesl Odenweller. This
performance will be an interesting
variety of selections, ranging from
works by Chopin and Kabalevsky
to Faure and Donizetti.
Scorese will perform Sonata in
P Opus 46 #3, by Kabalevsky, a
20th Century Modern Composer.
In addition, the senior will play
Nocturne in B Major by Faure,
and Chopin's Ballade.
Liesl Odenweller will perform
. three Arias, one of which being
"Manin", in opera by Massenet.
The Soprano will also sing Bellini's
La Sonnumbala. Both Odenweller
and Scorese have performed in the
Trinity College Concert Choir, mu-
sic department revues and a 1985
College production of Gilbert and
Sullivan's "Yeoman of the Guard."
Both performers were in the re-
cent production of Gilbert and Sul-
livan's "Ruddygore": Scorese
playing Sir Oespard and Oden-
weller, the female lead, Rose May-
bud.
The student recital will be on
February 12, 1986 at 8:15 p.m. in
the Garmany Hall of the Austin
Arts Center. This performance is
free to all Trinity students and fac-
ulty.
John Plcttoff Uses Grant for Mozart, Opera Studies
by MichelleMonti
Ass't Arts Editor
John Platoff, the assistant pro-
fessor of music at Trinity College,
was awarded a Fellowship for Col-
lege Teachers this past December.
The National Endowment for the
Humanities presented Platoff with
this grant to allow him a year's
absence to continue his research in
Italian comic opera in the late 18th
Century. Platoff is thrilled at hav-
ing been given this opportunity.
The project is called "Mozart and
the Viennese Opera Buffa". Pla-
toff is interested in studying the
works of Mozart's Contemporaries
between 1781 and 1791 who are
much less well-known. He believes
that by looking at the musical con-
text in which Mozart worked, he
can provide a better understand-
ing of the combination of conven-
tional features and innovative
ideas in the composer's work.
These contemporaries include An-
tonio Salieri, Giavanni Paisillo and
Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf. Pla-
toff finds it exciting to be the only
one carrying on this study.
Platoff received a doctoral de-
gree from the University of Penn-
sylvania. A pianist himself, he did
his Senior dissertation on Mozart,
and focused on the artist's operas
for "practical reasons". He ex-
plains that it would take too much
work to score Mozart's concertos
before studying them. The operas
already come in scores, so Platoff
can get to work on them immedi-
ately.
The professor hails Mozart for
being imaginative and for bending
the norms of his art. He is glad
that Amadeus has aroused the
public's interest, but complains
that people might believe every-
thing about the movie to be true.
Platoff wants to tell people the
truth about Mozart. He would like
to publish a few articles and per-
haps teach a specialized course
here at Trinity. However, he says
this would be difficult in such a
small music department. Some-
day, Platoff hopes to write a book
on what opera was like in Vienna
and how Mozart fit into that era.
Mr. Platoff will use the grant
during the 1986-87 academic year.
He will spend most of the time in
New York, and perhaps go to Vi-
enna for a few weeks during the
summer. , -> ", ' (»•<* . /<•»••
UPCOMING CULTURAL EVENTS
Sonia Sanchez to Read
Her Poetry
Writer Sonia Sanchez will give a
poetry reading on Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 11, at 8:15 PM in the Albert
C. Jacobs Life Sciences Center.
Sanchez, who is nationally known
for her outspoken views on the
black arts movement, was the 1984
recipient of the Lucretia Mott
Award and won a 1985 American
Book Award for her book, Home-
girls and Handgrenades. The
event is open free to the public and
is being presented by the Poetry
Center of Trinity College, The In-
tercultural Studies Pro-
gram,Trinity Women's Center,
and the Trinity Coalition of Blacks.
Artist Films Presented
by Center Church
On Wednesday, February 19,
The Wednesday Noon Repertory
of Center Church will show two
color films based on the lives of
artists. The first film, titled "Es-
kimo Artist, Kenojuak", deals with
an Eskimo artist whose designs of
strange beauty are inspired by the
artic night. The second film, titled
"Yankee Painter", traces the ar-
tistic development of Winslow Ho-
mer. For reservations, please the
Church House at 249-5631 before
4:00 PM on the preceding Tues--
(Jay,
"The Tap Dance Kid"
Presented at Bushneii
The Bushneii will present "The
Tap Dance Kid" from February 18
through 23: The musical, which.
was the winner of two 1984 Tony
Awards, will feature an all-star
cast -and crew, who include Eu-
gene Fleming and Martine Allard
• in the roles that they created on,
Broadway and Mark Santaro, "Mr,
Dance Connecticut of 1981" in the
title role. Performances of "The
Tap Dance Kid" are scheduled for
Tuesday, February 18, through
Sunday, February 23, at 8:00 PM
and matinees on Saturday, Febru-
ary 22, and Sunday, February, 23,
at 2:00 PM. Ticket prices range
from $16.00' to $31.00 and are
available through the Bushneii box
office, 246-6807, TELETRON, 1-
800-922-2030, and all TICKE-
TRON outlets.
Arts Connecticut
Awarded Blackwood
Grant
Very Special Arts Connecticut,
a function of the Lions Gallery of
the Senses at the Wadsworth Ath-
eneum, has been awarded $2500
by the Eugene G. and Margaret M.
Blackwood Memorial Fund. The
committee plans to use the money
awarded to increase its facilities
for the visually impaired through-
out Connecticut. VSA CT is affili-
ated with Very Special Arts, the.
educational affiliate of the John F.
Kennedy Center for the Perform-
ing' Arts.
Bushnell Features
Orient Express
As the fourth attraction of the
Bushneii Series, a movie on the
Orient Express will be shown. The
film is an authentic recreation of
the rail journey to Istanbul with
stops in Paris, Salzburg-, Vienna,
Budapest and Istanbul displayed,
Showtime will be at 8:00 PM on
February 14 and 15 as well as at
2:00 PM and 5:00 PM on .February
16. For tickets, which range in
price from $3.00 to $4.75, call the
Bushiiell -.at 246-6807 or TELE-
TRON at i-8.00-SJ22-203&.
Armory Presents
Governor's 57th Dog
Show
The First Company Governor's
Foot Guard will sponsor its 57th
Annual Dog Show at the Broad
Street Armory on February 16.
The judging will start at 4:00 PM
and prizes will be awarded in six
groups-sporting, hounds, working,
terrier, toy and non-sporting.
Doors open at 8:00 AM and admis-
sion, a portion of which will be
given to the University of Con-
necticut Pre-Veterinary Scholar-
ship Fund, is $3.50 for adults,
$2.50 for Senior Citizens, and
$1.50 for children.
Connecticut
Composers Premiere
Pieces
New compositions by both Eliz-
abeth Seheidel and Alexander Tka-
czevski will be premiered by the
Hartford Symphony in perfor-
mances scheduled for February 18
and 19. Sehddel's piece, entitled
Wilderness Symphony for Nar-
rator and Orchestra, which is
based on Carl Sanderburg's poem
."Wilderness", will begin both the
programs. Ryoanji, the latest work
by Tkaczevski which was titled
after a Zen Buddhist temple near
Kyoto, Japan, will also be pre-
sented and has been described as
"sound existing by itself". Guest
conductors Paul Phillips from
UOonn and Kurt Klippstatter from-
UHartt are also featured. The
February 18 concert will take place
in the Jorgensen Auditorium of
JUConn and the February 19 con-
cert will be at' UHartt's Lincoln'
Theater. Admission' is free. '
Photo by Gwyn Melz
Pairicia Kakins will read her work in Seabury 47 on February 13.
Eakin Performance
The next performance in the
Women in Performance Series will
take place on Thursday, February
13 at 7:30 in Seabury 47. Patricia
Eakins will read selections from
her work in a program entitled
Noisy Stories.
Patricia Eakin's stories and
poems have appeared in Chicago
Review, Black Warrior Review,
The Massachusettx Review, Colo-
rado State Review, Open Places,
The Worcester Review, and the an-
thology A Reader of New Ameri-
can Fiction. A long story, Oono,
has been published as a chapbook
(1-74 Press). Eakins, who writes
serial fiction for Bun Stop maga-
zine under the pen-name Patty
Ann Briggs, has been a literary
fellow of the National Endowment
for the Arts of the New York State.
CAPS. Stories are forthcoming in
The Literary Review, Fictional-In-
ternational, and Yellow Silk.
This event is sponsored by the
Women's Center, Women's Stud-
ies Program, Theatre and Danee .
Department and the Lecture Fund.
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Winter Weekend
Warms Trinity
bv Caitlin Dean and Pam Drake
Saturday, February 8 was the
last and most eventful evening- of
Trinity's Winter Weekend. In-
cluded in the evening's events
were a pre-concert happy hour/
dance sponsored by DKE, and co-
median Earl Reed, Push Comes to
Shove, and Face to Face spon-
sored by TCAC.
From 7:30 to 10:00 DKE held a
happy hour in the cave. Although
it wasn't the usual turnout for a
cave event, it was a good sized
crowd, and a good diversity of peo-
ple. The music seemed to satisfy
everyone's tastes, as it ranged
from the Supremes to The Water-
boys. However, the majority of
people there were more interested
in socializing than dancing. One
negative aspect of this was that
the volume of the music did not
allow for the budding intimate con-
versations. We also noticed a cou-
ple of members from Face to Face
enjoying the music, snacks, and al-
ternate beverages (snicker,
snicker).
At 10:00, this party moved up-
stairs tci the Washington Room
where the crowd began to grow.
Starting off the night was twenty-
four year old comedian Earl Reed
from Souttngton, Connecticut.
Earl has gathered popularity with
his appearances in New York and
Boston. His act this weekend was
specifically college-oriented. His
jokes were mainly directed at Trin-
ity College itself, such as its kind-
ness in letting him park in the
handicapped zone because his in-
come is less than $60,000 a year.
He also incorporated a few stu-
dents in his act by bringing them
Photo by Caroline Greyshock
L-R: Billy Beard, John Ryder, Laurie Sargent, Stuart Kimball, and Angelo, of FACE TO FACE, which
performed Saturday night in the Washington Room at Mather.
Photo by Bob Hetnmingway
EIGHT TO THE BAR brought bop to campus last Friday night when they provided music for The liantum
Ball, another part of Winter Weekend at Trinity College.
on the stage and letting them show
their stuff (snicker, snicker). When
it came time for him to leave the
stage the crowd expressed their
dissapointment.
At approximately 11:00, Push
Comes to Shove launched into their
set. This six member band from
Boston included two female vocal-
ists. They filled the room with
techno-pop as the crowd continued
to increase. The music was dance-
able, with a rock flavor. AH in all,
the band was good, .but not very
innovative or unique. However,
they did generate a level of energy
that complimented the night.
After another brief interlude
with comedian Earl Reed, Face to
Face took the stage. Also from
Boston, this band is best known
for their hit "10,9,8". They have
toured across the country in clubs
and colleges and plan to make an
appearance in Japan in the sum-
mer. Because of previous tours
with Elvis Costello, their music has
been influenced by him. They have
had videos released on MTV and
their new release "Tell Me Why"
will be debuting" this week. This
band attracted many new-comers
to the crowd, which added to the
enthusiasm already generated.
Their rock/new wave sound suc-
cessfully created a dancing mood.
When the band played their hit
"10,9,8", the crowd really came
alive. The music was not for just
listening, but it was appropriate
for a college event and did evoke a
general "good-time" atmosphere.
In general, the last night of Trin-
ity's Winter Weekend was a suc-
cess. It began with a relatively
small crowd which steadily in-
creased throughout the evening.
The favorites of the night seemed
to be Earl Reed and Face to Face.
Everyone seemed to enjoy them-
selves among good music and good
friends.
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
SPENDING A SEMESTER IN
NEW YORK CITY
STUDYING THE ARTS?
Come to a meeting on
February 11, 5 p.m.
Seabury 47
to find out about the new
TRINITY/LA MAMA
PERFORMING ARTS
PROGRAM
DONT SVSISS THIS EXCITING
OPPORTUNITY! S!
FAST FREE DELIVERY
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STREET DONIZETTI'S PIZZA
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CANADIAN HACOH
SPINACH 0ROCCOU246-7209
FLUFFY DOUGH — CRISPY CRUST — PLENTIFUL TOPPINGS
YOU SHOULD EXPECT AND WILL RECEIVE
THE FINEST QUALITY EVERY TIME!
SEND A BALLOON TO YOUR
VALENTINE'S DOOR
FROM THE
MEN'S
TENNIS TEAM
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Hockey Beats Assumption On Loeber's O.T. Goal
by Marc Esterman
Sports Editor
The Trinity hockey team and
sophomore winger Bob Loeber
were both due for big games and
both came through with flying
colors on Saturday as Loeber
sparked the Bantams to a thrilling
come-from-behind overtime win
over Assumption.
Loeber played one of his better
games in a Trinity uniform, scor-
ing two goals, including the over-
time winner, and centering a very
effective line with Jay Williamson
and Peter Worthing on the wings.
Loeber is a talented player with a
Jot of speed and stickhanrllinjr abil-
ity, but, in his first two years he
has not scored as proficiently as
coach John Dunham had expected.
Before the Assumption game, he
had amassed only four goals this
season. But Loeber turned it on
against the Greyhounds, and it
couldn't have come at a better time
for the Bantams.
Trinity had won six of its last
seven games going into the battle
with Assumption, but that one loss
had come in its last game, a la-
mentable 6-2 loss to West Point, a
loss that did not sit too well with
Bantam head coach John Dunham.
"We stunk," commented Dun-
ham. "Our forwards didn't play
very well, they took the night off
defensively. I think in the back of
their minds they used the fact that
Westpoint is a Division I school as
a crutch. That's not acceptable. We
didn't rise to the challenge or go
down fighting. We just weren't
ready mentally and i,t showed."
Trinity's lone goal-scorer was
Kevin Robinson, who scored twice
to tie Vern Meyer for the team
lead with 18. Other than Robinson,
there were very few bright spots
in the game against Westpoint.
And so the Assumption contest
was a bounce-back game for the
Bants and they certainly bounced
back, playing an uncharacteristic
but exciting wide-open style that
pressured Greyhound goalie iirad
Buck throughout much of the
game.
Assumption's sniper Frank Vana
opened up the scoring for the vis-
iting Greyhounds seven minutes
into play. The hard-shooting cen-
ter blasted a slapper from just in-
side the blue line past Trinity
netminder Art FitzGerald to make
it 1-0.
Vana scored his 22cnd of the
year at the midway point of the
first period as he wristed one past
FitzGerald from the right faceoff
circle. Linemate Tom King and de-
fenseman Peter Harper picked up
the assists.
Trinity dominated the play ter-
ritorially, but Westpoint took a 2-
1 lead into the second period.
The Bantams tied it at 2-2 at the
12-minute mark as senior left wing
Rich Stetson took a nice pass from
the corner from Dan Ward and
scori-d his sixth of the year.
But the Greyhounds answered as
senior center Dan Mastrotataro
scored on a semi-breakaway. Mas-
trotataro sped past defenseman
Bill Blank and snuck a backhand
under the arm of a prone Fitz-
Gerald to give the Greyhounds a 3-
2 lead with just 36 ticks on the
clock.
Trinity's Trip Manley, the fresh-
man center, converted a beautiful
behind-the-net pass from defense-
man Mike Solomita, who was
pinching in on the play, to tie the
score at 3-3 at the seven minute
mark of the third. Captain Meyer
was credited with the secondary
assist.
The remainder of the period was
spent in man-down situations as
the Greyhounds squandered two
powerplays thanks to their own in-
ept passing and point work and
Trinity's superb killing.
The game nearly ended in regu-
lation time as the Greyhounds lived
up to their nickname and opened
up their offense with only 1:30 to
go. FitzGerald made several fine
saves in close as the two teams
vuced up and down the ice with
surprising abandon in the game's
closing minutes. FitzGerald and
Buck were equal to the task how-
ever and the game moved into sud-
den death overtime.
Six minutes into the extra 10-
minute session, Loeber's line pre-
pared for a faceoff to the right side
of Buck. Loeber won the draw and
went forward with it; Williamson
pounced on the loose puck and put
a backhand on goal; Buck made
the initial save, but served up a
rebound to Loeber, who snapped
one between Buck's legs to trigger
a wild victory celebration.
The win upped Trinity's record
to 13-5 overall and, more impor-
tantly, 10-1 within the Division.
Trinity takes on the rival Cardi-
nals at Wesleyan tomorrow at
7:30pm. With only five games re-
maining in the season, the Ban-
tams must try to maintain their
recent hot play (eight wins in their
last 10 games) as a springboard to
the ECAC playoffs and if they con-
tinue to receive outstanding
stretch-run performances from
players like Loeber, they have a
good shot at meeting that goal.
Trinity's Wrestlers Prepare For The New Englands
by Stephen Balon
Senior Staff Writer
It was an interesting week for
Trinity wrestling. They lost a
match to rival Wesleyan, were in-
terviewed by Channel 3, and had a
meet postponed. Yet amidst the
week's proceedings, the Bants
were tuning up for the New Eng-
land Championships, to be held
:here at Trinity m two weeks.
Channel 3 did a" special on the
team. They were introduced as a
"wrestling team of championship
quality that only has five wres-
tlers." Those who have followed
the matmen know how true this is.
Captain Joe Adam said to a TV
audience, "with five wrestlers, you
don't have as much variety as there
would be on one full team, so you
have to reach down deep and push
yourself. It's a real challenge, but
in the end, it's very much worth
it."
It was worth it on Tuesday at
Wesleyan for Adam and teammate
Nick Veronis. Veronis continued to
tune up for the New Englands with
a solid victory. This was Trinity's
M-Hoop
continued from page 16
58 for 56^0 in the game. But it was
their defense, which held Colby to
41% shooting on the game and just
33% in the first half.
. HOOP NOTES: .It was not a
good weekend for the Maine
teams, as both Colby and Bowdqin
lost to Wesleyan as well. They will
get a chance to redeem themselves
next weekend as they return to the
Nutmeg State to take on Conn Col-
lege and Coast Guard...Senior for-
ward Bill Pfohl, who entered the
season with 700 points, needs 107
points to reach 1000. He would
have to average just.over 15 a
game to make it...Moorhouse has'
been on fire lately. Over the last
four games, he has shot 29-42 from
the floor despite a serious- bout
with the flu.;..Ogrodnick, who is 56-
5 at Ferris Athletic Center since
coming to Trinity five years ago,
has a chance to win his 100th game
this year. The Bantams would have
to win their last four regular sea-
son games and the ECAC Tour-
nament for him to achieve that
feat...Trinity will take a well-
earned nine-day rest. They resume
play on February 17th at Suffolk.
Then they travel to Amherst and
Eastern Nazarene before return-
ing to Ferris on February 25th for
the regular season finale against
Wesleyan.
first wrestler as it forfeited the
next three classes. Veronis' oppo-
nent was only once beaten, so the
victory was even sweater.
Another potential New England
champ, Mark Weiland, barely lost
4-3. Weiland faced a tie in the final
seconds, but lost the decision be-
cause of his foe's riding time. This
loss could get him worked up for
the New Englands. "He's a nice
guy off the mat, but on the mat,
he's a rattlesnake," said a team-
mate.
In the 157 class, Matt Madaus
wrestled his best match of the sea-
son, defeating his opponent, 8-3.
This freshman has a bright future
in store for him. After a loss in the
168 class and a forfiet in the 177,
Adam stepped up in the 191 class.
At this weight, Adam is unde-
feated. He has been wrestling out
of his real weight class all season.
Vet he remains unbeaten. After a
slow start, Adam rallied for a vic-
tory in his match, proving why he
is a defending New England
champ.
Finally, the team was snowed
out on Saturday. The Bantams will
combine matches with . Bowdoin
and Rhode Island College next
week as a makeup. This will all be
a tuneup for the New England
Championships, at which individ-
ual Trinity wrestlers should be
very competitive.
Indoor Track Remains Competitive
by Stephen Balon
Senior Staff Writer
The men's and women's indoor
track teams remained competitive
this week, while some individuals
sparkled against some tough Divi-
sion III competition. A lack of bod-
ies in many of the weight events
has hurt the scoring, but not the
spirits of the team, which is largely
comprised of outdoor athletes tun-
ing up for the season.
The Trinity men placed third in
a meet at the Coast Guard Acad-
emy last Tuesday with some nota-
ble performances. Junior Paul
Deslandes and Senior Brian Oak-
ley both set personal best's in the
mile, docking 4:28.3 and 4:28.7 re-
spectively. Deslandes and rookie
runner Ross Burdick ran personal
best's in the half mile. John Har-
land, a rookie, hammer thrower,,
scored a fourth place in an event
in which he is only beginning to
learn.
. The sprinters did okay consider-
ing their condition. Senior Femi
Obi had trouble with a cold and
trained hard all week, but man-
aged to win the quarter mile. Jun-
ior Dave Banta placed fourth in
the 50 yard dash despite a bad
achilles heel. Finally Junior Greg
Hill won his event, the 60 yard high
hurdles, with a time of 8:14.
The 24 points by Trinity were
not impressive, but considering the
fact that it did not enter a lot of
events, it was promising.
On Saturday, a contingent of
about 25 went to Williams College
to face NESCAC foes Williams/
Amherst, and Wesleyan. The men
and women both placed third, but
would have placed second had they
compared their scores with the
scores of the other teams in events
which Trinity did not participate.
This lack of depth makes the scores
look bad, but the talent is evident.
John Harland placed third in the
35 lb. weight with-a 32'9". Greg
Hill came in second in the high
jump with a personal best of 6'5".
Hill also continued his assault.on
the high hurdles, placing first with
a 8.06 and setting a personal best
in the unrecorded semis with an
8.04. Freshman sprinter Russ Ald-
erson, previously hurt, came back
strong with a second place finish.
. The distance men did well. The
mile relay, composed of sprinters
and middle distance men, placed
third. Ross Burdick, Aldersoh,
Matt Donahue, and Dave Banta
mede up that team. Donahue also
ran the 800 after being sick all
week. He came in third, missing
first place by 0.22 sec.
The highlight of the "men's rac-
ing was senior Brian Oakley, best-
ing Williams foe John Ellison in
front of his father, President Oak-
ley of Williams. Oakley took first
with a time of 9:06.26 on the hard
Williams surface.
The women fared well against a
strong Williams team. Senior Alex
Steinert scored two third places in
the 1500 and 3000 and also an-
chored the second place mile relay.
Steinert might have won the 1500
had she not tripped midway
through, losing by 8 seconds. Sen-
ior Wendy Pillsbury also scored for
Trinity, placing fourth in the 400
meters.
Finally Kay McGowan shone,
scoring 5 points with a second and
two fourths, even though she was
sick. She placed second in the long
jump and had two fourths in the
55 and 200 meter dashes after a
week of grueling long distance
speed work implemented by the
new coach, Deborah Carson.
Coach Alex Magoun is very
pleased with the individuals and
looks forward to seeing the women
run well at the Williams Invita-
tional on Feb 23rd and the men at
the Division III meet at Bates on
the 22nd. Several individuals
should have very fine finishes in
those championship meets.
Whalers Update
by Sean Dougherty
Staff Writer
Men's Swimming
continued from page 15
The team of Ostrander, Jamil-
kowski, Cromwell, and Kantor
gave the Bants the opening lead
with their strong performances, in
the 200 medley-relay. Robbing fol-
lowed with another first in the
1000 freestyle. Two events later,
Feinhandler won the 50 freestyle!
Loughlin continued the winning
streak with his first place finish in
the 200 individual medley relay
with a time of 2:13.68. Cromwell
won again for Trinity with his
57.50 in the 100 butterfly. With
Clifford's win in the 100 F"S, Trin-
ity was ahead 36 to 20, Conn. Col-
lege won the next event, the 100
backstroke, by a tenth of a second
over Loughlin. Cromwell was back
again, winning by over a minute in
the 500 freestyle. Kriebel and
Carter followed with a one-two win
in the 100 backstroke and in effect
won the meet.
Barring fate, the men have a
chance to go eight and two for the
season, tying their record from
1981.
January was a dream month for
the Hartford Whalers. February
has been a nightmare.
The Whalers have lost all four
games played in Febuary, as well
as the last two games in January.
The Whalers have gone in one
week from playing their best
hockey of the season to their worst.
Up until last week the Whalers
had never lost a game that they
had led going into the third period.
Last week they did it twice. They
lost to the Capitals 5-4 on Febru-
ary 2nd, after leading 4-0. They
lost to the last place Red Wings 4-
3 in overtime, after having led 3-
1. Those two losses drove the
Whalers into 5th place in the Ad-
ams Division, as the Sabres passed
them with a win over Boston. The
Whalers had the chance to pull
back to a fourth place tie last Sat-
urday in a game against Buffalo,
but they turned in a terrible per-
formance, and lost 4-2. The Whaler
defense, so dominant in January,
played poorly in all three• of those'
games. The fact that the forwards
weren't scoring didn't help either.
Sylvain Turgeon, the Whalers'
leading goal scorer, kept the heat
on, but one hot scorer, cannot
carry a team. Turgeon's line had
been getting good support all sea-
son from the rest of the Whaler
' forwards, but that support has
been trailing off lately.
The Whalers acquired center Bill
Gardner from the Chicago Black
Hawks on Febuary 3rd for "future
considerations". The Whalers are
hoping the veteran center can
make up for the loss of the Whal-
ers' lead scorer Ron Francis, out
5-7 more weeks with a broken an-
kle.
The loss of Francis, the return
of Kevin Dineen from injury, and
the arrival of Wayne Babych and
Gardner have forced coach Jack
Evans to shift his lines around,
which may account for the team's
recent sloppy play
Even without Francis the Whal-
ers have a quality team, one that
should be able to hold onto leads,
and beat the Red Wings, Once the
forwards adjust to the new lines
their backchecking should im-
prove. All the pieces are there for
a winning team, all Evans has to
do is find the right combinations.
And pray that Ron Francis gets
back sooner than the doctors pre-
dict.
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Deer Qualifies For
New England Meet
by Tom Swiers
Senior Staff Writer
The women's swim team blew
away a very weak Clark last Tues-
day, 86-53.'Chefs Chicks had first
place finishes in 11 of the 16
events.
The team of Finn, Karides, Volt-
mer, and Hubbard won the first
event, the 200 medley relay, with
their time of 2:01.12. Deer and
Pomerleau went one and three in
the 1000, continuing Trinity's win-
ning streak. Finn showed her usual
strength in the 100 backstroke
with her time of 1:04.68. Scanlon
complimented Finn's win with her
third place finish.
Trinity had established a large
early lead with the score at 24 to
10. Clark won the next two events
despite Klarides' best effort in the
100 breaststroke. Hubbard recap-
tured the initiative with her excel-
lent finish in 25.58 in the 50
freestyle, Paulson won the next
event, the required dive, for Trin-
ity. Brennan followed with an-
other strong performance in the
100 freestyle with her time of
56.66. Finn proved once again her
strength in backstroke with her
first place finish in the 200 back.
Two events later Deer qualified for
New England, with her time of
8.40 in the 500 freestyle. At the
end of the 500 freestyle the score
was 68 to 37, and with four events
tional dive, freshman Amy Paul-
son set a college record with her
score of 214.05. The team of
Brainard, Calvin, Ulrich, and Wil-
son added a nice touch for Trini-
ty's win with their victory in the
200 freestyle relay.
On last Saturday, the Trinity
women faced off against Conn Col-
lege and in a very close meet lost
58 to 64.
Conn College jumped ahead im-
mediately with its win in the 200
medley relay. In the following
event, the 500 freestyle, Susan
Deer went neek-and-neck with
Donna Peterson of Conn College
and beat her by a touch. Deer's
performance was an example of
things to come as Trinity would
win the next four events. Finn
squeezed out her Conn College
competitor in the 200 individual
medley. In the 100 freestyle, Bren-
nan also just barely won with her
time of 55.92. Finn continued to
demonstrate her dominance in the
backstroke with her win in the 50
backstroke. Klarides and Deer
gave Trinity's lead a big boost with
their one-two finish. Trinity was
ahead 32 to 20. Conn College was
able to recover and narrowed the
score with wins in the next two
events. Once again Finn showed
her near-invincibility with her win
in the 100 backstroke. It would be
the last win Trinity would have un-
ti! the last event.
For the next two events, Conn
College slowly caught up and witli
its one-two finish in the 50 butter-
fly, Conn College went ahead of
Trinity 56-50. Trinity needed a win
in the next event, but Conn Col-
lege went one-two again and as-
Siirjd^the^.win,.
 ;;,,T)xe..,.,|(ja}ri.;; of •
^Brinnln, 'Fimv''lJe&;:7iirM 'Sub-'
bard easily won the last event, the
200 freestyle relay, but it was too
late.
Tomorrow, Trinity will go to
Tufts to face a very tough Tufts
team.
photo by Allison Brown
Men's Swimming Beats W.P..L
by Tom Swiers
Senior Staff Writer
Last Thursday, the men's swim
team continued its drive towards a
record season by outlasting a
strong W.P.L contingent 54-41 in
the Engineers' own pool. The meet
promised to be close and it was.
The Baritaros were at full strength
for the first time in recent weeks
and they simply would not be de-
nied.
v :;The.0jB5enjri|t4OO medley relay of
Peter Osttander, Mark Jamil-
kowski, Phil Drinkaus, and Nick
Clifford streaked to a convincing
win and the Ducks never trailed,
though the Engineers twice pulled
to within two points. Captain Jim
Loughlin was a winner in three
events. He ruled the distance
swims as is his custom, churning
to a 10:52.38 in the 1000 freestyle
and a 5:11.71 in the 500 freestyle.
His greatest effort came in the 200
breast however, where he regis-
tered a 2:21.14 blowout that had
the entire team on their feet ap-
plauding.
Freshman Ridge Cromwell made
believers out of the large home
crowd with a double win over
vaunted W.P.I, sprinters Jim Popp
and Mike Hartnett. He streaked to
a 1:52.95. victory in the 200 frees-
tyle, and to underline his point/
nailed them again in the 100 frees-
tyle with a blistering 51.56.
Freshman Ostrander turned in a
remarkable performance in the 200
backstroke, leaving the W.P.I,
swimmers in the wake of his
2:08.88 effort. Drinkaus took the
measure of the formidable unde-
feated Engineer butterflyer Andy
Owen as he stroked to a convinc-
ing 2:09.02 win.
The Ducks were primed and
ready for this one and many of
them registered both season-best
and personal best times. This
group has progressed remarkably
since early winter and has become
a solid, exciting swim team. They
are well on their way to matching
the best record in Trinity's long
history of men's swimming. Their
next test will come at Holy Cross
this evening.1 • ' ' ' ;
Last Monday, the men's swim-
ming easily defeated Connecticut
College 52-41. In many events
Trinity entered only one swimmer
instead of the usual two.
continued on page 14
"The College View Cmfe Sports Scoreboard'
College View Athlete
Of The Week TONIGHT IS$3 PITCHER
NIGHT AT
THE "VIEW"
The College View Athlete of the Week is
Leanne LeiBrun. The 5'8" freshman basket-
ball player broke a. single-game' scoring re-
cord last week when she poured in 36 points
against Conn College.' In other games last
week, the Buzzard Ba,y Bomber scored 21
against Bowdoin, 22 against Colby, and 29
against Wesleyan. The Massaehusets native
is averaging over 17 points and 10 rebounds
per game for the women's basketball team.
This is the second time she has won this
award.
RESULTS:
Women's Swimming — 80. Clark — 53.
Women's Swimming — 58, Conn College — f>*.
Men's Swimming — 32, Conn College — 41.
Men's Swimming — :>4, W.P.I. — 41.
Hockey — +, Assumption — 3, O.T.
Women's Ruskelball — rJ2, Colby — 70.
Indoor Trat-k — 3rd in Coasr (Suard Tourney;
3rd in Williams Tourney.
Women's Squash — <>, Wesleyan — O.
Women's Squash — «. Micklleliury — I.
Men's Squash — 3, Williams — •(-.
Men's Squash — 4, Navy — 5.
Men's Squash — 4, V and M — s.
Wrestling — lost to Wesleyan.
Men's llaskclball — K8, Colby — GO.
THIS WEEK:
TODAY
Men's swimming — Holy Cross Away 7:00 p.m.
Wrestling — Springfield Away 4:<>o p.m.
WEDNESDAY
women's Basketball — Williams Away 7:30 p.m.
women's Swimming — Tufts Away 4:00 p.m.
Women's Squash — Williams Away 7:O<> p.m.
Hockey — Wesleyan Away 7:.'!O p.m.
TUUKSDAY
Wrestling — Coast Guard Home 7;()O p.m.
SATURDAY
Women's liaskelball — Tufis Home 2:00 p.m.
Men's Swimming — Amhcrsl Home 4:0O p.m.
Women's Swimming — Amherst Home l:0O p.m.
Track — Division 111 New Hnglands Away
Hockey — .New Hampshire Home 5:00 p.m.
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Men's Basketball Continues
To Streak; Trounces Colby
by Gabe Harris
Senior Staff Writer
Like Dorothy said, there's no
place like home. The Trinity Ban-
tams proved that this past week,
winning home games against
Brandeis, Bowdion, and Colby to
stretch their current winning
streak to eight and their home
streak to 20 games. The tear in-
creases the Bantams' record to 15-
4 after a less than spectacular 7-4
start.
On Wednesday, Trinity piayed
host to Brandeis. Ken Abere's 20
points led four Bantams in double
figures as Trinity overpowered its
opponents from Boston 88-77.
Trinity led 47-33 at halftime and
stretched its lead to as much as 24
at 67-43. But when coach Stan
O'Grodniek cleared his bench lead-
ing 74-54, Brandeis came storming
back. They scored 15 straight
points to cut the lead to 74-69 be-
fore the starters came back and
regained control. Jon Moorhouse
scored 15 points and pulled down
11 rebounds, Bill Pfohl had 11
points and Tom Fitzgerald had ten.
On Friday night, Trinity played
Bowdoin, one of two Maine teams
they would be facing over the
weekend. Abere's 26 points on 11
of 16 shooting led the Bantams to
an 88-74 victory. Despite the fact
that Trinity never trailed in the
game, it was by no means a cake-
walk.
Trinity jumped out to a 21-14
lead with the help of 10 Abere
points. But a layup by David Bur-
ton tied it at 25 with 5:50 to go. A
late 15-6 burst gave Trin a 40-31
lead at halftime. The Polar Bears
kept coming back however. Trail-
ing by 11, they ran off an 11-2 tear
to pull within 50-48 at the 10:23
mark. Tom Welch (17 points) had
six of the 11 points. The Bantams
repelled them once again, though,
as six Abere points and some
streaks off of the full court press
led to 10 straight points to put the
game out of reach.
All five Bantam starters hit dou-
ble figures. Pfohl had another out-
standing game, scoring 19 and
grabbing eight rebounds. Fitzger-
ald (12 points), Mike Donovan (10)
and Moorhouse (10) also helped the
cause. The Bantams shot 33-52 for
the game, a 63% clip.
On Saturday, the Bantams fin-
ished their homestand by hosting
the Colby White Mules. Once
again, five Trinity players scored
at least 10 points, as Moorhouse
led the way with 22 points in the
Bants' 88-66 romp. Besides Moor-
house, it was Abere (19 points),
Pfohl (12 points), Donovan (10),
and freshman Ted Lyon (11) doing
the scoring.
Colby led 18-15 with 13:15 re-
maining in the first half. Trinity
then took control, as a Pfohl
jumper and two baskets each by
Moorhouse and Lyon gave Trinity
a seven-point lead it would not re-
linquish. Trinity led 48-34 at half-
time, and coasted the rest of the
way as Ogrodnick was able to clear
his bench ;it the end. Chris Powell
led the Mules with 20 points. The
Bantams shot well again, going 32-
continued on page 14
Women's And Men's Squash
by Tom Chapman
Senior Staff Writer
Two days of double session prac-
tices payed off this past week for
the women's squash team as it
added two more wins to its record
against Wesleyan and Middlebury.
The women played Wesleyan on
Tuesday and, even without top
players Sophie Porter and Ellie
Pierce, managed to triumph 9-0.
Erika LaCerda moved into the first
position usually held by Porter and
Nan Campbell moved into the sec-
ond position usually held by Pierce.
LaCerda and Campbell had close
matches, but pulled out with scores
of 3-2. Claire Slaughter and Nat
Perkins, co-captains, slid into third
and fourth positions respectively
as Lila Morris and Julie Calhoun
moved into the fifth and sixth po-
sitions. Louis McCarthy, Laura
Vonseldeneck, and Sarah Maloney
rounded out the top nine for Trin-
ity. The rest of the matches were
won with scores of 3-0.
On Thursday, the women played
Middlebury in a home game. Mid-
dlebury had only seven players on
the team so Trinity played only the
top seven players on their team.
Trinity beat Middlebury 6-1 with
Erika LaCerda'B dose mateh the
only loss.
The women's next match will be
on Wednesday against Williams in
an away game.
One win and two close losses sum
up the men's squash team's record
this past week as Trinity pulled
past Williams, but fell short of
Navy and Franklin and Marshall.
On Wednesday, the men beat
Williams despite setbacks with a
final score of 5-4. Bill Villari, Bruce
Hauptfuhrer, Jerome Kapelus,
Chris Smith, and Eric Shreyer all
won their individual matches while
third ranking player, Paul Stauf-
fer, succumbed to injuries in his
match and lost 3-2.
On Friday, the men played Navy
in a home game, but were'unable
to pull ahead in the final moments
of the matches. After the first
eight matches, the score was tied
at four-all, but the deciding match
was lost by Captain J.D. Cregan to
Navy's top ranked player, leaving
the final score 5-4 in Navy's favor.
Villari, Hauptfuhrer, Kapelus, and
Smith once again won all their
matches.
Navy is a strong team unlike
Trinity, which is rebuilding with
an inexperienced team this year.
On Saturday, Franklin and Mar-
shall came down to Trinity, but the
home court advantage was not
enough to ensure victory for Trin-
ity as another match ended in de-
feat with a final score of five for
Franklin and Marshall and four for
Trinity. Villari, Stauffer, Kapelus,
and Smith all won their individual
matches, but F and M is a very
strong team which tied for third
place along with Navy in their di-
vision last year.
The men's squash team's next
game is during open period against
Army on the 18th, tentatively.
LeBrun Leads .Women's Hoop
by Chris Dickinson
Senior Staff Writer
The Trinity College women's
basketball team completed a dis-
mal week Saturday, losing to Colby
70-52. This was the fourth loss of
the week for the Bantams, lower-
ing their record to 3-10 on the sea-
son. On • the previous Saturday,
Trinity lost to Connecticut College
83-56 in a game -memorable to
Trinity only because of the record-
breaking performance of Leanne
LeBrun. LeBrun pumped in 36
points to break the school record
of Karen Orczyk, whose 33 points
had held the record since the 1980-
81 season.
On Tuesday of this past week,
the Cardinals of Wesleyan came to
Ferris in a game that was close
throughout, but Wesleyan held on
to triumph by six, 73-67. Trin
started the game in its traditional
man-to-man full-court press that
falls back into a 2-3 zone. Liza Bur-
dick (9 pts) broke the press several
times by hitting some key outside
jumpers for the Cardinals. With
10:43 remaining in the first half,
Wesleyan led 20-19 as LeBrun and
Maryanne O'Donnell hustled on of-
fense and defense to keep Trinity
•-in the game.
But then Wesleyan pulled ahead,
capitalizing on Trinity's sloppy
passing and man-to-man defense to
lead 24-21 with 8:37 remaining.
Wesleyan increased its lead to as
much as seven points before Trin
closed the margin to 37-32 at the
half with its press.
The start of the second half was
a new beginning for Trin. The
women played as if they were pos-
sessed, executing their full-court
press to its full potential by creat-
ing turnovers that, led to easy bas-
kets. Trinity fell back into a box-
and-one when Wesleyan's high
scorer.Alicia Sisk (25 pts), was in
the game, with Sis Van Cleve
guarding her. With 15:53 remain-
ing.in the game, Trin led 42-41.
Sisk was injured for a time with
11:35 remaining, but the Bants did
not capitalize on this and she re-
turned to spark the biggest lead of
the game of 61^50 for Wesleyan
with 6:25 left. Trinity played catch
up from then, on, but never got.
closer than the six point score of
the final, 73-67.
On Friday night, Trinity played
Bowdoin in a tight game, finishing
with five points less than their
tough, opponent. Lebrun again
shone with 21 points for Trinity as
well as Van Cleve, Pat Taffuri, and
Sara Mayo who had 12 points each.
The Bants were down five at the
half and played an even second half
to finish behind 59-64.
The Lady Bants finished the
week against Colby with a disap-
pointing loss, 52-70. Trin started
out cold, as usual, unable to pene-
trate and get off high percentage
shots against the 1-2-2 Colby zone
while giving them up due to the
effective passing and perimeter
shooting of the White Mules. With
15 minutes remaining in the first
half, the Bants were already down
8-0 due to the early outside shoot-
ing of Pamela Hoyt (6 pts) and the
power moves inside of the 6'2"
center for Colby, Susan Hardy (12
points).
LeBrun finally got Trin on the
board with two key baskets, but
senior Karen Jodoin's (16 pts) in-
side moves kept Colby ahead for -
the rest of the half, ending the half
ahead 34-21. Trinity had great
trouble creating shots or for that
matter getting them off at all. The.
Colby defense switched around a
lot between man and their 1-2-2
zone, hampering the Lady Bants
ability to execute their plays prop-
erly.
Trin had a great deal of trouble
rebounding over the towers of the
Colby front line due to their lack
of boxing out on the defensive
Moorhouse is a force on offense and off (he boards.photo by Mark Bridges [
Maryanne O'Donnell (10) lays one
boards. LeBrun was the only
player inside to consistently work
for position on the boards. Van
Cleve and Mayo, when they were
inside, also contributed key re-
bounding to the team.
The Bantams started out the
second half playing up to their po-
tential, again. If their first halves
were as good as many of their sec-
ond halves, the Bants would be in
a lot more games than they have
been. Trin's full-court press effec-
tively shut down the Colby offense
and Trin quickly scored six unan-
swered points to creep closer to
. 27-34 with 17:30 remaining. Mayo
up and in. photo by Allison Brown
(13 pts) hit several key outside
jumpers to spur Trin to a come-
back, but again Colby changed de-
fenses and shut down the Trin
offense with its version of the full
court press.
Colby remained in control the
rest of the way with a seven to ten
point lead until LeBrun fouled out
with 2:52 remaining when the
Mules ran over the Trinity defense
to build a margin of victory of 18
points and a final score of 70-52.
AROUND THE RIM: Trinity's
next games are: away vs. Wilfe1718
on the 12th and home vs. Tufts on
the 15th at 2:00 p.m.
